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ABSTRACT

During the 1960's the snowmobile was adapted to be used as a
recreational vehicle.

The resulting use of this recreational machine

put demands upon a valuable resource, recreational land, such that landuse conflicts have occurred.

It is the assumption of this study that the

snowmobile will continue to be utilized as a recreational machine. Therefore the study assumed that eventually, it would be necessary to plan
and provide designed, safe snowmobile sites and facilities for recreational
use, particularly in Southern Ontario where the demand is greatest.

The study attempted to fulfill four objectives. The first objective
was to determine the behavioral patterns and preferences of snowmobile
users for certain landscape characteristics and man-made facilities within
snowmobile areas.

Secondly, the study was initiated to analyze the use

patterns of snowmobiles within the study area.

The third objective was

to determine the socio-economic characteristics of snowmobile operators.
Lastly, once the first three objectives were completed, then the study
attempted to develop a set of snowmobile site criteria that would be
recognized as only one decision-making input into the development of
future snowmobile sites and facilities in Southern Ontario.

Snowmobilers and snowmobile sites and facilities within the study
area were investigated by means of a questionnaire and also by on-site
observation.

Snowmobiling was considered to be a system.

In an attempt

to understand and explain the factors and their interrelationships within
the system, the systems approach was utilized.

The resulting components

of the snowmobiling system were; the activity of snowmobiling, the
snowmobilers and the facilities used by the snowmobile operators. The
analysis of the components of the system and their interrelationships
resulted in the determination of preferences of snowmobile users for
various snowmobile site characteristics.

1

These resulting preferences

2
showed a want for; wooded marked trails, sparse deciduous and coniferous
vegetation, rolling terrain, and designed snowmobile areas located in
proximity to the major snowmobiling population of Southern Ontario.
Preferences are not reliable unless past experience of the individual
giving the preference is investigated. Hence all the results of the
study were analyzed in terms of the past experiences of the snow-mobilers
themselves. The derived site criteria was then evaluated by applying
it to existing and potential snowmobile sites within Southern Ontario.
It is anticipated that the methodology and results developed in the
thesis will aid resource managers and private developers with the
aspect of their decision-making process that centers upon the planning
of future snowmobile areas. This aspect, that of realizing the preferences of recreation participants, is a vital input into the process
of making future recreational land development decisions and plans.
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INTRODUCTION

A.

THE PROBLEM:

Outdoor recreation has always afforded an outlet for selfexpression, for release and for the attainment of satisfaction of life. Increases in economic productivity within
our society have allowed the worker to experience shorter
work weeks, increased real incomes and increased paid
vacations. The result has been that people have more
available leisure time with which to participate in recreational activities if they so desire.1
In Ontario, for example, participation in outdoor winter
recreation has increased profoundly in the last five years
due, in part, to the adaptation of the snowmobile as a
recreational machine. Snowmobiling as an outdoor recreational
activity requires large quantities of space and resources
for its enjoyment which are readily found throughout Ontario.
As more and more urban families purchase snowmobiles, the
problem of where to run their machines becomes critical.
Many snowmobile operators, because of a shortage of open
areas and trails nearby, are running their machines along
1

Harvey Perloff and Lowdon Wingo, "Urban Growth and
the Planning of Outdoor Recreation," Trends in American
Living and Outdoor Recreation, ORRRC Study Report 22,
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission (Washington:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962), p.83.
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the roadside which can be extremely dangerous. The problem
is compounded by the fact that the number of open areas are
decreasing rapidly due to urban sprawl and restrictive
urban zoning legislation. Today, in fact, government
officials,1 as well as concerned groups of citizens,2 are
voicing their opinions on the suspected ramifications
arising out of the abundant number of snowmobiles in Ontario
as well as the relatively unrestricted mobility of these
machines. The resultant step has been the application of
legislative measures being enforced upon the use of snowmobiles within some municipalities as well as on some
provincial highways.3 In the foreseeable future, it is
possible that snowmobiling may be banned from all provincial
highways and municipal roads. It follows then that there is
a need for readily accessible planned areas suitable for
snowmobile use throughout the populated area of Southern
Ontario. The areas should attract the urban snowmobiler
and thus establish a type of control on the mobility of
snowmobiles and confine them to large, safe, attractive
areas.
It is necessary to determine the present uses of snowmobiles
and the preferences of location site characteristics by the
individual operators before any decision can be made as to
the size, location and site characteristics of public or
ln

Mrs. Scrivener Asks Snowmobile Curbs,"
March 7, 1972, p. 10.

Toronto Star,

2

Philip S. Corbet, "Snowmobile Boon Extends Noise,
Fumes and Death," University of Waterloo Chevron, Nov. 27,
1970, p. 25.
3

0ntario Department of Transport, The Motorized Snow
Vehicles Act 1968, (Toronto: Queen's Printer and Publisher,
1968), pp. 14-5.
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private snowmobile areas. The key therefore to the decisionmaking and planning of snowmobile facilities lies in the preferences of the snowmobile user himself regarding; the type of
activity he chooses, the type of physical characteristics of the
site itself and the extent of man-made facilities available at
the location.
B.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

The objectives of this particular study are fourfold. The
primary aim is to determine the behavioral patterns and preferences
of snowmobile users for certain landscape characteristics and manmade facilities within snowmobile areas.
Closely associated with this will be the author's aim to determine
the use patterns of snowmobiles within the study area. Thirdly,
in view of the need to better understand the characteristics
of the snowmobile user himself, the study will hope to determine
the socio-economic characteristics of the snowmobile operator.
The final objective of this study is to formulate the basic
criteria to be recognized as one important input in the development
of future snowmobile sites and facilities in Southern Ontario. This
objective will be met only if the previous three objectives are
achieved, evaluated and the results incorporated into the final
criteria.
C,

CONCEPTUAL APPROACH:

This study was designed to include an investigation of that
area of Ontario located south of a line joining Parry Sound and
Pembroke. Recent estimates indicate that seventy per
cent (70%) of all snowmobile owners of Ontario live within
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this study area.

In order to determine what type of recreational sites and
facilities are utilized by snowmobile operators, user preferences were investigated. Since user preference studies
seek to show human wants and desires,2 the author intends
to recognize the user preferences obtained in this study as
a partial indication of present and future demand for
certain sites and facilities. But at the same time, it
must be pointed out that an intensive study of only the
snowmobile users is not sufficient since users are only one
integral part of a large system. In an attempt to understand and explain the factors and their interrelationship
within the system, the systems approach was utilized.
By definition, a system is a functional entity consisting of
interdependant, interacting parts,3 and systems analysis is
"the formal analysis of a set of interrelated elements."1*
Perloff and Wingo offer a discussion on the three components
of a recreational system:
The core elements of outdoor recreation can be
viewed in terms of people - or more specifically,
various recreation "populations" - the outdoor
1

Peter Klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-1970, (Toronto: Department of Tourism and
Information, Nov. 1971), p. 3.
2
Leslie M. Reid, Utilizing User Preferences in Predicting
Outdoor Recreation Demand, (University Park Pennsylvania:
National Recreation Research Conference, 1965), p. 89.
3
Lome H. Russwurm, "Geography, General System Theory,
and Ecosystems," Geographical Inter-University Resource
Management Seminar (G.I.R.M.S.), Vol. 1, No. I (October,
1970), p. 2.
^R. Symanski and T.J. Wilbanks, "What Is Systems
Analysis?" The Professional Geographer, Vol. 20, No. 2
(March, 1968), p. 81.
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recreation activities in which they participate,
and inputs from the public sector - the
facilities - which make their activities
possible. In this context, people are seen as
possessing characteristics which are associated
with common features of their recreation
behavior; populations can be broken down into
groups, homogeneous in large degree, and exhibiting consistent recreation tendencies, or
propensities. These recreation propensities
are the basic links between populations and
the outdoor recreation activities which are
available to them. In fact, the demand at any
moment for outdoor recreation as a public service,
can be construed as the summing of the
recreation propensities of the population ...
Two steps, then, need to be taken: first to
investigate the nature of the elements of the
system - population groups, outdoor recreation
activities, and the facilities for outdoor
recreation, then to explore the interactions
among them.1'
n this thesis the three elements that comprise the recreation
system are the activity of snowmobiling, snowmobilers, and,
the facilities used by the snowmobiler operators. Every
system then, is no more or less than a collection of the parts
or components. Each part has certain properties of its own
and each system has a specific structure or interconnection
pattern of its own.
For the benefit of this study, the activity of snowmobiling
is the fulcrum which determines the relationship between the
snowmobile user and the various snowmobile facilities and
sites available to the user (see Figure 1 ) . Or expressed
in economic terms, the snowmobile users represent the demand
for snowmobile areas and, the various snowmobile sites and
recreation facilities represent the supply.2

Perloff and Wingo, "Urban Growth and the Planning of
Outdoor Recreation," p.83.
2
Marion Clawson and Jack Knetsch, Economics of Outdoor
Recreation, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1966), p. 58.
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From the analysis of the three separate components and the
inter-relationship between each, the result is the formulation
of criteria to be applied to existing and potential snowmobile
sites.
The use of the systems approach is the key to observing the
entire outdoor recreation system as it applies to snowmobiling.
This results in a clear understanding of the facts needed in
the decision-making and planning of future snowmobile sites
in Southern Ontario.
D. METHOD OF APPROACH:
It should be stated at the outset that the author has made a basic
assumption that snowmobiles, which are utilized for recreation,
are necessary and will therefore continue to exist.
In order to obtain the required data for this thesis, a questionnaire
was employed to determine the characteristics, use patterns
and preferences c^ snowmobile users. Through the support and cooperation of the Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs, questionnaires were sent out to all Federation members during the month of
February, 1971. The author realizes the bias that is present by
not taking a systematic random sample of all registered snowmobile owners but at the same time it was felt that snowmobile
club-members are the people who are most concerned, interested and
involved in the maintainance of the sport of snowmobiling as a safe
and enjoyable recreation activity. In order that any existing bias
in this study be identified, isolated and expressed as a limitation
on the results, the author questioned non-club members by randomly
selecting existing public and private snowmobile sites and conducting
on-site interviews during weekends from January to March, 1971. The
results from the non-club member questionnaires were compared
with the club member's responses in hope of determining any
discrepancies between their user patterns, preferences or
socio-economic characteristics. It is important to note that
by visiting certain public and private snowmobile sites,
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an opportunity was also presented to observe these areas
functioning during the snowmobile season. For further
analytical purposes, the resulting data obtained from the
questionnaire was compared to the data found in the
Department of Tourism and Information's (hereafter referred
to as the Klopchic study) recent study on snowmobiling in
Ontario during 1969-701 as well as to a similar study on
Minnesota completed in 1970.2
E.

RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY TO GEOGRAPHY:

Geographers today, as in the past, are concerned with the
surface of the earth and the patterns of human activity on
it. Richard Hartshorne, a renowned geographer, suggested
that geographers seek knowledge and comprehension of the
variable character of areas in terms of the interrelated
features which form these areas.3 But, how can geographers
examine the landscape and not see those elements of it that
pertain to outdoor recreation? The answer is, of course
that the geographer does recognize these particular elements
which are worthy of study as expressions of the human use of
the earth's surface however, unfortunately, not much is
written about these significant patterns.k
klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-70.
2

Minnesota Snowmobile Survey 1970, (Minneapolis:
Minnesota Department of Conservation, Bureau of Planning,
Oct., 1970).
3

Richard Hartshorne, Perspective On the Nature of
Geography, (Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., 1959), pp. 20-21.
^Roy Wolfe, "Perspective on Outdoor Recreation: A
Bibliographical Survey," Geographical Review, Vol. 54, No. 2
(1964), p. 227.
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One geographer, K.C. McMurry, explained the new field of
recreational geography to his colleagues in the book,
American Geography: Inventory and Prospect. He justified
recreational geography by suggesting that the states of the
mind and body of an individual prior to and after a recreational
experience, cannot be observed, measured or plotted on a
map, but, the recreational activities together with the
phenomena that facilitate recreation can be observed, measured
and mapped.1 McMurry further states that there is need for
careful analysis of recreational areas by geographers for the
purpose of determining and explaining the patterns of
recreational activities.2 It seems obvious that only by
utilizing the geographic tools of observation and mapping
can the features that characterize recreational areas be
discovered, the types of lands involved be determined, and
the values of recreation both in a material and a social
context be understood. In the process of accurately and
orderly describing and interpreting the variable character
of the earth's surface, one cannot overlook the recreational
land-use patterns such as areas used for snowmobiling or
land used for provincial parklands.
Inherent in the decision-making and planning processes
involved in locating snowmobile areas is the overriding
concept of resource management. The author realizes the
necessity to carefully plan the location and use of recreational
land to insure optimum use of this valuable land - a natural
resource. It is the prime intention of the author that the
derived site criteria includes all aspects of resource management that insure proper use of an area by incorporating

1

K.C. McMurry, "Recreational Geography," American
Geography: Inventory and Prospect, (Syracuse: Syracuse
University Press, 1954), p. 251.
2

Ibid., p. 255.
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management procedures such as multiple-use of the recreational
land. In complementing this idea, geographic analysis can
provide additional perspective for the clarification of
issues involved in decisions of policy.
One of the objectives of the thesis, that of formulating
criteria to be utilized by public and private developers of
snowmobile areas, further suggests that the study involves
an investigation of economic processes, especially as manifested in particular recreation areas. This aspect of the
thesis therefore, incorporates the field of economic
geography simply because we are looking at a form of man's
means of gaining a livelihood when he develops commercial
recreation facilities.1 Furthermore, to some extent we look
at physical factors as determinants of incidence of use for
snowmobiling, notably, physical landscape characteristics,
vegetation, snowfall and climate, which serve to explain why
much of the land of southern Ontario cannot be used for this
type of winter recreation. Meanwhile another geographical
factor, location of snowmobile facilities and sites in
relation to population and to the main frequented highways
of the province, intrudes to underline the advantages of
certain sites for potential use. The aforementioned criteria
result in the formation of location factors used in the
optimum location of any snowmobile area, and as such they
are considered to be a component of economic geography.
Observation, a very basic geographic tool, plays an extremely
vital role in the development of this thesis. As was previously mentioned, the author observed both private and
public snowmobile sites in operation during the winter of
1970-71, but what is even more important is that the author
Raymond Murphy, "The Fields of Economic Geography,"
American Geography: Inventory and Prospect, p. 241.
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visited each snowmobile site, both existing and potential,
that had the derived criteria applied to it, in an attempt
to personally observe the degree of success of the said
criteria.
F.

FORMAT OF THE STUDY;

The initial chapter contains a discussion on the importance
of leisure time and outdoor recreation activities in our
society today. Snowmobiling, an outdoor recreation activity,
is introduced with particular emphasis on the historical development in North America followed by a micro-analysis of
snowmobiling in Ontario - its' beginnings, growth, future
and associated results. The entire chapter serves as necessary background material for the reader in order to put
the thesis topic into perspective for further chapters.
Chapter II outlines the methodology for the study which
includes; the study area and analytical techniques which
were used to correlate the data. The resulting data from
the questionnaires is analyzed and conclusions as to the
preferences and behavior patterns of snowmobilers are
indicated.
Chapter III offers an indepth description of the socioeconomic characteristics of snowmobile users within the
study area. Associated with the socio-economic factors are
the overall user behavior patterns which can be utilized to
indicate future demand for various snowmobile sites and
facilities. An analysis of the past experiences of each
snowmobiler is also included as an indication of the site
characteristics presently used by the snowmobile users.
The past experiences will be correlated with the snowmobiler
preferences for certain site and facility characteristics.
Chapter IV discusses the variety of snowmobile sites, trails
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and facilities presently in existence in Southern Ontario.
The preferences of the snowmobile users for certain physical
landscape, vegetative and man-made characteristics are
analyzed and correlated with the past experiences as established in Chapter III.
In Chapter V, the relationship between the snowmobile user
(demand) and the snowmobile site and its facilities (supply)
is explained. The activity of snowmobiling is expressed as
being motivated by a feeling for social interaction.
Chapter VI develops the snowmobile site criteria by incorporating the preferences of the snowmobilers as determined
in Chapter IV. The validity and usefulness of the derived
site criteria is determined by applying the criteria to two
existing snowmobile areas of Southern Ontario as well as
three potential snowmobile sites. It is the author's contention that such an exercise determines the capability of
the derived criteria to correctly aid decision-making on the
part of public and private individuals who are contemplating
the establishment of snowmobile areas. As well, it is
hoped that the results of the study will aid managers and
owners of existing snowmobile sites in their operations and
planning processes.
Chapter VII, the concluding chapter, evaluates the methodology used in this study and suggests lines for further
research. Managerial implications and recommendations are
provided to aid future developers in the planning of snowmobile sites and facilities.

CHAPTER I
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SNOWMOBILING
AND ITS RELATION TO OUTDOOR
RECREATION ACTIVITY

1.1

LEISURE TIME AND OUTDOOR RECREATION ACTIVITIES

Canada, a country with 21.1 million people,1 3.8 million
square miles of land2 and a Gross National Product Per
Capita of $26503 stands out as one of the most affluent
nations in the world. But the rising productivity of our
industrialized nation has long since passed the point of
rendering merely basic needs for human existence. As our
industrialization continues, we may possibly experience
changes in such phenomena as decreasing work-weeks, rise in
incomes, and the pressures of earning a living shift to the
pursuits of enjoying that living. Among the many problems
engendered by such national pressures, is that of answering
the need for leisure time activities.
Leisure has often been defined as free time,4 that is,

Statistics Canada, Canada 1972, (Ottawa:
Canada, 1971), p. 88.

Information

Ibid., p. 1.
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
World Bank Atlas, Washington D.C., 1971.
4

John D. Owen, The Price of Leisure: An Economic
Analysis of Demand for Leisure Time, (Montreal: McGillQueen's University Press, 1970), p. 5.
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time which we are free from the more obvious and formal
duties which a paid job or other obligatory occupations
impose upon us. The Honourable John Munro has expanded
upon this definition, stating that leisure is even more
than free time; it is a state of being.1 Regardless of
the lack of agreement on a precise definition of leisure,
the author has interpreted leisure as being discretionary
time,2 or that time which is not remunerative, not required
by social expectations and not necessary for status or
survival, - it is time that is to be used as one chooses.
Therefore, the most important aspect of leisure is its
freedom - freedom for a person to be himself, to round out
his life with what he fails to discover in his work and to
fill the gaps he feels in his existence.
The concept of what constitutes leisure time has been
altered over the years, reflecting changes in our ways of
thinking about man and his free time, as well as changes in
the social structure itself. But a common ideology has been
understood through time, that idleness is not leisure, even
though leisure is the time left over after sleep, necessary
personal chores, and work.3
It is necessary to further explain the difference between
leisure and recreation which are highly correlated but not
the same. Recreation takes place during leisure time
whereas not all leisure is recreation. Simply, leisure is
1

John Munro, Minister of National Health and Welfare,
(Speech delivered to the Conference of the Canadian Division
of the National Industries Recreation Association, Toronto,
Oct. 24, 1968), p. 4.
2

Clawson and Knetsch, Economics of Outdoor Recreation,
p. 11.
3

Ibid., p. 12.
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time, recreation is activity.2 Recreation appears to
satisfy a desire to accomplish physical and manual skills.
It often presents an opportunity to get away from the urban
environment and it seems to play an important social role
in the life of the Canadian people, which possibly could
imply future increases in participation. Certain characteristics found in outdoor recreation activities, aid in the
process of strengthening interaction and rapport between
the members of any recreating group. 2 The first characteristic is that usually an outdoor recreation activity is
only a part of a longer trip including planning, travel and
the continued recollection - all of which assist in reinforcing the bonds of intimacy amongst the participants. Another
associated characteristic is that families tend to turn to
outdoor recreation activities more than other activities
simply because the family can participate together. Another
aspect that helps to tie bonds of the group together is that
outdoor recreation is often associated with a struggle
between man and the environment such as we find in the cold
winter days and nights as experienced by snowmobilers and
skiers. The final cohesive characteristic is that outdoor
recreation frequently isolates the participating group from
its normal world, both social and physical.
It is interesting to note that some cities are having
difficulties in meeting all of the demands of leisure time
which are presently placed upon them, and most certainly
will not meet them in the future. 3 Therefore it can be

Llbid_. , p. 27.
2

Patrick West and L.C. Merriam Jr., "Outdoor Recreation
and Family Cohesiveness: A Research Approach," Journal of
Leisure Research, Vol. 2, No. 4 (Fall 1970), pp. 252-53.
3

W.C. Yeomans, "The Pressures of Urbanization",
Community Planning Review, Vol. 20, No. 4 (Winter 70-71), p.4.
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foreseen that the region-hinterland will be next to come
under such intensive pressure for recreational use that
every available unit of open space will be considered. The
strong concern about these trends has been instrumental in
the growing demand for the construction of public outdoor
recreation facilities. Other factors have also affected
the participation in outdoor recreation in recent years.
Factors such as the changing characteristics of urban
living; the concentration of people and activities in urban
areas; the spreading out of urban development which uses up
valuable green belts or potential recreational land; and,
the needs for release of tensions which tend to build-up in
our urban life. In fact, Perloff and Wingo have suggested
that with increased leisure time and money at his disposal,
man will tend to utilize more costly types of recreation and
a substantial change in recreation patterns will take place
in the direction of highly capitalized ways of participating
in outdoor recreation activities.1
As for the amount of time man spends on participating in
recreation, Clawson estimates that only about three to four
percent (3-4%) of our leisure time is allocated to recreation
activities.2 This surprisingly low amount of time results
in part from the fact that approximately forty (40) percent
of all leisure is daily leisure, that is, after work or
school, during which time it is often difficult for many
1

Perloff and Wingo, "Urban Growth and the Planning
of Outdoor Recreation," p. 83.
2

Marion Clawson, Land and Water for Recreation,
(Baltimore: Resources for the Future^ 1963), p. 77
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people to travel to an outdoor recreation area. It is
plain to see that today's recreation needs are demanding;
those of the future will most likely be larger and far more
intense.
Past trends and the various publications dealing with future
outdoor recreation demand subscribe to the fact that every
significant social and economic change capable of quantitative analysis indicates a much greater future demand for
outdoor recreation than we are experiencing today. It
appears that it is no longer a question of the pursuit of
leisure by the affluent few; it is rather a much more complex
problem than this; how to provide for the varied uses to
which all the people wish to put their leisure time. Table
1 indicates the participation rates of American adults in
the eleven most popular outdoor recreation activities ranked in order from those activities in which many people
participate to those in which only a few persons are active
participants. The tabulated results show that the highest
in order of preference are those activities which require
the least involvement such as; driving for pleasure,
picnicing and swimming. Those activities requiring greater
involvement in the form of exertion, expenditures and special
skills are of course, lower on the scale. It should be
evident from this list that people participate in many
varied outdoor recreation activities. As a result, the
question has to be, what facilities do we need? In solving
a problem of this magnitude, it is necessary to fully understand the factors which have increased the amount of leisure
time available to people today.
One of the most important factors affecting leisure time is
the fact that Canadians are very mobile as a populace mobile in two ways: there is a trend for a rural to urban
shift in the population resulting in increased congestion in
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TABLE 1
PARTICIPATION RATES OF AMERICAN ADULTS
IN
OUTDOOR RECREATION ACTIVITIES
PERCENT WHO ENGAGE IN EACH
ACTIVITY
OFTEN

A FEW TIMES
(1 to 4)

NOT AT ALL

Automobile Riding
Picnicking
Outdoor Swimming

47
31
26

24
35
19

27
33
54

Fishing
Boating and Canoeing

20
12

18
16

61
71

Hunting
Hiking

9
8

8
11

Camping
Nature and Bird Walks
Horseback Riding
Winter Sports

6
6

9
8
4
4

82
79
84
84

NOTE:

3
2

92
93

Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.

SOURCE:

Eva Mueller and Gerald Gurin, Participation in
Outdoor Recreation: Factors Affecting Demand
Among American Adults, ORRRC Study Report 20,
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1962), p. 5.
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the cities; secondly the mobility that the population experiences by utilizing modern modes of transportation allow the
people to go great distances in a short span of time.1 Recreation facilities that were once too remote to be utilized
are now accessible in a few hours due to modern automobiles,
airplanes and the like. If a person has only limited
quantities of leisure time, he will be able to travel farther
and participate in his desired outdoor recreation due to the
rapid modes of transportation available today.
This leads us to the second factor affecting present and
future use of leisure time, that of shorter work weeks and
therefore more leisure time available to workers. In reviewing the changing length of work week since 1870 (see Figure
2) , it shows that is has been reduced by 50 per cent over a
span of one hundred years. We can assume that the hours
required for eating, sleeping and personal hygiene remain
reasonably constant, therefore discretionary or leisure time
has increased three-fold over the last one hundred years.
Along with this obvious increase in leisure, there has been
an increase in the expected life span of individuals from
48.2 years in 1900 to 66.6 years in I960,2 thereby indicating
that the demand for recreational facilities will continue
for years. Associated with shorter work weeks is the aspect
of paid vacations and holidays which are of course a form
of leisure. During the period 1929 to 1961, we experienced
an increase in the number of workers taking paid vacations,
in fact a majority of all workers take them today.3 Taking
1

J. Farina, "The Social and Cultural Aspects of
Recreation," Resources for Tomorrow, (Ottawa: Queen's
Printer, Vol. 2, 1961), p. 942.
2

Owen, The Price of Leisure: An Economic Analysis of
the Demand for^Leisure Time,~p. ll.~
3

Ibid., pp. 68-69.
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more leisure is one way in which the worker has benefited
from technological advancement and productivity and no
doubt the workers of the future will continue this trend of
working shorter hours.
The third notable factor is a steadily rising level of income
since 1900. The demand for commercial recreation, whether
measured by expenditures or in constant dollars, has grown
more rapidly than the national economy in the 1900 to 1961
period. Table 2 shows the per capita expenditures on recreation during the 1901-1961 time period, indicating that
recreational demand has increased fivefold over a sixty
year span, especially during the period 1941-1961 where the
expenditures increased from 71.2 dollars to 91.5 dollars
(1901 dollar values) per person.
If we were to compare recreational expenditures with personal
disposable income (see Figure 3), we would find that recreation
expenditures have varied between three (3%) per cent and
(5%) per cent of personal disposable income. As would be
expected, there has been an upward movement of both real
personal income per capita and the percentage of it spent
on recreation. Recreation expenditures as a percent of
income, have experienced peak amounts during the late 19 20's,
shortly after World War II and during the present time.
Ironically, not all increases in recreational spending indicate a similar increase in per capita gross national product. The significance of rising income levels in relation
to recreational expenditures is reflected in the increased
opportunity afforded our nation to take advantage of the
recreational potential of our resource base. It follows
then that the recreational pressures initiated by the foregoing factors for leisure time expression will call for
detailed, exhaustive and resource management oriented
examinations of regional capability. To support the
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TABLE 2
PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES ON RECREATION,
1901-1961 - SELECTED YEARS
YEAR

CONSTANT DOLLARS*

1901
1913
1923
1931

18.1
30.3
32.9
46.5

1941
1951

62.1
71.2

1961

91.5

•Measured in 1901 dollar values

Source:

John Owen, The Price of Leisure: An Economic
Analysis of Demand for Leisure Time, (Montreal:
McGill-Queen' s University Press, T9~70) , p. 86.
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suggestion of leisure time pressures on our facilities, we
can refer to Table 3 which shows the National Time Budget
of the American people, indicating the general breakdown of
each day into certain functions of discretionary time and
non-discretionary time. By comparing the percentage of
leisure time available to us during the third selected years,
we see that between 1900 and 2000, the percentage of leisure
time available per day will increase from twenty-seven (27%)
per cent to thirty-eight (38%) per cent and even more interesting is the fact that daily leisure hours are declining in
percentage of the total leisure time while weekend leisure
hours are increasing in importance.
Further implications can be invisioned today as more and
more dissimilar recreation equipment is developed, allowing
greater numbers of people to participate in recreation
which in turn directly affects the demand on outdoor recreation areas. This will cause demand for certain types of
terrain and climatic conditions such as we are presently
experiencing with the utilization of the snowmobile as a
recreational vehicle. Snowmobiling is one of the first outdoor recreational land-based activities that provides a
relatively fast travelling vehicle, capable of covering considerable distances in a short period of time. The sport
obviously is restricted to snow areas, which further complicate the situation as to available space for this
activity. If we are to meet these pressures or demands on
recreational facilities, perhaps we should ponder over
some alternatives, such as the following:
1) stagger work and play time periods, especially
during peak recreational demand times.
2)

subsidize private development of excellent
recreational facilities within a planned
framework in order to insure the quality
of our environment.

TABLE 3
NATIONAL TIME BUDGET AND TIME DIVISION OF LEISURE,
1900, 1950, and 2000
1900
Billion
Hours

Percent
of Total
Time

Total time for entire
population

667

100

2.

Sleep

265

40

3.

Work

86

13

4,

School

11

2

5.

Housekeeping

61

9

6,

Preschool population
nonsleeping hours

30

4

Personal care

37

6

490

73

Use of Time

Total (Items 2-7)
9.

Percent of
Leisure
Time

Remaining Hours, largely
27
leisure

100

177
41

10.

Daily leisure hours

72

11.

Weekend leisure hours

50

12.

Vacation

17

13.
14.

Retired
Other, including
unaccounted

28
10
3

Source:

6
32
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Adapted from Mary A. Holman, "A National Time-Budget
for the Year 200 0," Sociology_and Social Research,

Vol. 46, No. 1 (October 196l"n
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TABLE 3--Continued
1950

2000

Billion
Hours

Percent Percent of
of Total Leisure
Time
Time

Billion
Hours

Percent
of Total
Time

1,329

100

2,907

100

514

39

1,131

39

132

10

206

7

32

2

90

3

93

3

68

Percent of
Leisure
Time

56

4

110

4

74

6

164

6

876

66

1,794

62

453

34

100

1,113

38

189

42

375

34

179

39

483

44

35

8

182

16

24

5

56

5

16

1

26

100

24
3)

encourage leisure time activities at the
creative level, for example, arts and
crafts, which will relinquish demands
placed upon the physical resource base of
our environment.'

Perhaps these alternatives and others will help to alleviate
the shortage of suitable recreational areas available to the
public.
1.2

DEVELOPMENT QF SNOWMOBILING AS A RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY IN
NORTH AMERICA

The author feels that the prevailing initial philosophy is
that snowmobiling is a legitimate use of a person's leisure time
during the winter. Winters in Canada and northern United States
are cold, long and, for so many people, a season to stay indoors
away from the blowing snow and harsh winds. But not so anymore.
Today the snowmobile family will face low temperatures, strong
and cold winds, and other natural hazards, in order to get outdoors and enjoy their recreational activity of snowmobiling.
People can get out in the most beautiful time of the year to
enjoy outdoor recreation especially since this sport can be
a family recreational activity. Thus it has given a new dimension
to the field of outdoor recreation.
Not all snowmobiles are used for recreation. Instead, their
purpose appears to be two-fold, and people have found that

Yeomans, "The Pressures of Urbanization,"

p. 7.
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these machines are also built for use in many other ways.
Snowmobiles serve as a mode of transportation for farmers,
country doctors, police, rural mailmen, telephone linesmen,
forest managers, trappers, and fishermen, who are all
situated in the remote parts of our country. In fact the
prospective snowmobile buyer today needs to ask himself
what does he want in a snowmobile - a family vehicle for
recreation; a racing powerhouse; something for the youngsters;
or transportation for a winter hunting trip. Snowmobiles
have been found to be ideal for these and other purposes,
and it is difficult to say which one is best. To illustrate
the value of the snowmobile for transportation purposes, the
Ontario Department of Lands and Forests utilizes snowmobiles
to take biologists, technicians and foresters into previously
inaccessible areas during the winter, in order that they
might carry on their work or research, which includes trapline management, law enforcement, wildlife and habitat
inventories, collection of biological samples, and some
aspects of lake surveys.1 Foresters and timber technicians,
can inspect logging operations more effectively and collect
data on future silviculture programs and road location,
simply by using the snowmobile to get into areas of normally
inaccessible stands of timber.
One gets the impression that the snowmobile is a relatively
recent innovation to the winter outdoor recreation scene,
but in fact, the origin of snowmobiles can be traced back
prior to World War I. No one knows who designed the first
snowmobile. Regardless who claims credit for being first,
1

0ntario Department of Natural Resources, Newsletter,
Vol. 24, No. 7 (Toronto: Queen's Printer and Publisher,
March 1971), pp. 1-2.
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the individual who developed it into a saleable product on
the market was Joseph Armand-Bombardier of Quebec. At the
same time, a man in Wisconsin, Carl Eliason was designing,
producing and marketing a machine which did not gain a great
deal of popularity with the American Public.1 Meanwhile,
Bombardier eventually experienced success with his invention
and he was motivated to develop a lightweight machine in
order to provide transportation over the snow-filled roads
of rural Quebec during the long winter months. In 1934 one
of his sons died of appendicitis because the roads of rural
Quebec were blocked by snow, preventing medical doctors to
come and treat the sick child.2 This tragedy motivated
Bombardier to make further improvements on his invention of
a suitable machine for snow travel. In the late 1930's Mr.
Bombardier formed a small company and obtained a contract
to build a troop-carrying vehicle to be used in the winter
campaigns of World War II. After the war's end, a modification of inis machine was manufactured for ski lodges and
winter resorts.
In 1959-1960, Bombardier switched from using a heavy duty
machine to today's popular snow vehicles. His first commercial snowmobile had a plywood body and rubber tracks but
eventually steel bodies became standard construction for the
snow machine. The real breakthrough came, however, with the
development of the lightweight engine in the 1950's3 and
since then snowmobile sales have increased. To illustrate
the phenomenal growth of the snowmobile industry after 1959,
:

June Maxam, Complete Guide to Snowmobiling, (Toronto:
Welch Publishing Co., 1970), p7 19^
2

Ibid., p. 21.

3

Ibid., p. 23.
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consider the following;
1) there are presently over 50 companies
manufacturing snowmobiles with about

2)

10 companies accounting for 90 per cent
of the commercial sales.1
sales of snowmobiles have increased every
year since 1963 which was the first year
of market records (see Table 4) until
this year, 1971-72 when there were approximately 700,000 machines sold in North
America. The rise in popularity of the
snowmobile has been spectacular.

The federal transport department estimates that there are
700,000 machines in Canada today, compared with 12,000 in
North America in 1963. 2 If we can rely on the estimates
provided in Table 4, we see that there will be approximately
900,000 machines sold in 1972-73 and 1,000,000 machines sold
in 1973-74 in all of North America.
The residents of Canada appear to follow the trend of increased numbers of people enjoying snowmobiling as an outdoor recreational activity. According to Table 5, between
1967 and 1969, the percentage of Canadians participating in
snowmobiling increased from 7 percent to 14 percent. At the
same time, the only two outdoor recreation activities that
increased their participation rates more than snowmobiling
were driving for pleasure and picnics or cooking out, with
fifteen (15%) percent and twelve (12%) percent increases

1

Lee S. Isgur, "The Shape of the Snowmobile Industry,"
Snow Goer Trade, Vol. 5, No. 1 (June 1971), p. 6.
2

"700,000 Canadians have snowmobiles now," Toronto
Daily Star, Dec. 1, 1971, p. 34.
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TABLE 4
ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF SNOWMOBILES, 1963-1974
Year Ending
March 31

Snowmobiles
Produced

1974*
1973*
1972
1971
1970
1969

1,000,000
900,000

950,,000-1,00
850 ,000- 90

750,000
600,000

600 ,000- 70
500,000

505,000
285,000

460,000
250,000

170,000
120,000

165,000
120,000

60,000
30,000

60,000
30,000

18,000
10,000

18,000
10,000

1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963

Snowmobiles
Sold

*Projections based on past industry trends

Source:

Lee S. Isgur. "The Shape of the Snowmobile Industry",
Snow Goer Trade, Vol. 5, No. 1 (June 1971), p. 6.
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TABLE 5
CANADIAN PARTICIPATION RATES IN OUTDOOR
RECREATION ACTIVITIES, 19 67 AND 19 69

1967
Percent of
Canadians
V7ho Participate

Activity

1969
Net Change
Percent of
Percentage
Canadians
Change
Who Participate

Driving for pleasure
Picnics (1969-or
cookouts away
from home)

52

67

+15

52

54

+12

Swimming
Photography (outdoor)

39

44

+5

18
15
7
14
14
5
7
6
7
4

24

+6

19
14
13
12
8
7
7
6
5

+4

Power boating
*Snowmobi1ing
Hunting
Tent camping
Canoeing
Water Skiing
Snow Skiing
Trailer Camping
Climbing

Note:

Source:

E a c h r e s p o n d e n t could p a r t i c i p a t e

in any n u m b e r of

+7
-1
-2
+3
0
+1
-1
+1

activities

Canadian Government Travel Bureau, Canadian Vacation
T r e n d s and R e c r e a t i o n a l P a t t e r n s , (Ottawa:
Queen* s
Printer, Jan. 1 9 7 1 ) , p. 47.
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respectively.
One reason that can be given for the tremendous growth of
the sport of snowmobiling, aside from the obvious recreational
pleasure aspect, is the organization and growth of snowmobile clubs. It is estimated that between 1500 and 2000
clubs presently exist in North America today,1 all of which
help to promote snowmobiling as a safe, enjoyable recreational
activity. Clubs in general, are interested in attracting
families or couples to their organization. The activities
offered at most clubs run the gamut from weekend crosscountry safaris to outdoor winter barbeques to dances and
even an organized snowmobile rally.
1.3

SNOWMOBILING IN ONTARIO

Ontario presently has the largest number of snowmobiles
registered by any province in Canada.2 In fact, Ontario
ranks third in registrations for North America bettered only
by Minnesota and Michigan (see Table 6).
It is apparent from these figures that problems certainly
can arise if 227,641 snowmobiles are being used frequently
in Ontario. The Department of Tourism and Information projects that Ontario will have 344,899 snowmobiles by March
1975.3 Where do they all go? Snowmobiles are not allowed
in many developed urban centres or major highways. Immediately, the pressures being applied to the natural resources
x

Maxam, Complete Guide to Snowmobiling, p. 12.

2

"An Up-to-date Summary of Significant Activities
Within the Snowmobile Industry", Snow Goer Trade, Vol. 6,
No. 2 (May, 1972), p. 29.
3

Klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-1970, p. 2.

TABLE 6
SNOWMOBILE REGISTRATIONS BY STATES
AND PROVINCES AS OF MARCH 1972.
STATE OR PROVINCE

SNOWMOBILE
,
REGISTRATIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Minnesota

275,122

Michigan
Ontario

264,667
227,641

New York

180,000

5.

Wisconsin
Quebec

164,708
131,547
53,418
36,000
35,837
30,000

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Vermont

*Refers to registrations with each corresponding state or
provincial government.

Source:

"An Up-to-date Summary of Significant Activities
Within the Snowmobile Industry", Snow Goer Trade,
Vol. 6, No. 2 (May, 1972), p. 29.
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and to the recreational open-space can be foreseen. Both
the private and public sectors of the province have attempted
to develop snowmobile areas in order to meet the demand for
snowmobile facilities. In 1970, the Klopchic study listed
108 snowmobile parks that were open to the public for use.
Some of the listed facilities are free for the day, and
others charged as much as four dollars ($4.00) per day and
that included such facilities as accomodation, restaurant,
fuel and available servicing. The provincial government
has taken the responsibility of providing public trails and
parks to the snowmobiler at a very nominal rate. But are
the needs of the snowmobilers being realized? This problem
is one of the central concerns of the thesis — to determine
the precise criteria needed to plan snowmobile sites and
facilities that are reflections of the snowmobile users1
preferences. This is the type of input that is needed in
any planning process dealing with recreational land.

CHAPTER II

STUDY METHODOLOGY

2.1

THE STUDY AREA

The methodology used in this particular study formed the
necessary nucleus around which the entire thesis evolved.
Initially, the author planned to concentrate the entire
study on snowmobile user patterns and preferences throughout all of Ontario. However, after giving that idea considerable thought, the study area was delimited to Southern
Ontario, in particular that area' south of a line joining
Pembroke and Parry Sound (see Figure 4). There were several
reasons for choosing Southern Ontario as the study area.
First of all, there was the important element of time. The
author felt that with the great amount of personal travelling
and personal interchange with snowmobilers needed during the
study, that the area covered in Southern Ontario was more
than sufficient in view of the time and money available for
this type of survey. Travelling to snowmobile clubs and
commercial facilities necessitated proximity to both, which
was more readily found in a smaller study area.
Secondly, the greatest amount of urban growth in Ontario is
concentrated along the Golden Horseshoe corridor of the
Great Lakes. This growth has affected both the use of
recreational land and the associated recreational resources.
Therefore it was felt that Southern Ontario may possibly
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require more snowmobile facilities in the future.

But only

of course, if the demand for such recreational sites was
found to be concentrated in the most southerly and most
populated areas of Ontario (see Figure 5).

It was estimated

in 1967 that Southern Ontario had a population of 6,148,900
or one-quarter of Canada's population. ^

This certainly

illustrates the effect that population could have on the
recreational resources in the future.

Closely associated with the preceding reason is the fact
that approximately seventy-five (75%) percent of snowmobile
owners in Ontario live in the area of Southern Ontario as
delimited by this study, which represents approximately
85,000 snowmobiles as of March 1970.2

The results of the study are expected to be applicable to
other areas of Canada and the northern United States. The
fact is that Southern Ontario is not representative of the
vegetation, topography nor settlement patterns of Northern
Ontario.

Therefore there is a possibility that snowmobiiers

in each of these regions would have different preferences
for certain site characteristics.

However, Southern Ontario

does include established snowmobile sites which have varied
types of vegetation, uneven terrain and dissimilar climatic
conditions such as snowfall.

Consequently the study area

does include a wide range of environmental elements facing
the outdoor recreationist.

B.M. Hamilton, ed., Survey of 1966-67 Markets and
Business Yearbook, 42nd Edition (Toronto: MacLean Hunter
Publishing Co., Ltd., 1967), p. 122.
2
Klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobilinq in OntarioWinter 1969-1970, pp. 2-3.
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The topography of Southern Ontario is varied with the Canadian Shield and the St. Lawrence Lowlands comprising the
physiography of the area. The Canadian Shield area of
Ontario can be described as a generally rolling, lake dotted
upland, with elevations which average less than 2000 feet
above sea level.1 It is a region of rock, forest and water
and it contains diversified landform features. The area is
close to the large centres of population of the nearby
Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Lowlands, therefore it receives
the greatest pressure of recreational use of any shield
region of Canada.2 In contrast, the Lower Great Lakes area
is an area of very low relief. The most noticeable relief
is found along the Niagara Escarpment which stretches from
the Niagara River to the Bruce Peninsula.3 This region also
differs from the Shield region in that the former has predominantly deciduous vegetation and agricultural cropland,
whereas the latter area has an abundance of mixed forest
vegetation.
Another reason for choosing Southern Ontario as the study
area was that the Department of Tourism and Information in
their 1970 publication of: Ontario; The Place Where Winter
is Welcome, divided Ontario into five distinct areas; North
West, North East, South West, Central and South East. Each
area was described in detail as to the skiing and snowmobiling facilities available therein. The northern boundary of
the Central and South East areas forms a line joining Parry
Sound and Pembroke and thus for ease of comparison the
author chose a similar study area (see Figure 4).
J

J. Lewis Robinson, Resources of the Canadian Shield,
(Toronto: Methuen Publications, 1969), p. T.
2

lbid., p. 113.

3

D.F. Putnam and R.G. Putnam, Canada: A Regional
Analysis, (Toronto: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1970), p. 18.
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One of the most critical factors affecting snowmobiling is
the accumulation of snow. Southern Ontario experiences
variable amounts of snowfall. There is a definite snowbelt
area found in the Bruce Peninsula area and the area stretching eastward toward Muskoka. The latter receives more than
112 inches of snowfall annually.1 The most south-westerly
portions of the province, Essex, Kent and Lambton counties,
as well as the western shoreline area of Lake Ontario,
experience less than 48 inches of snow annually (see Figure
6) . 2 The majority of Southern Ontario annually receives more
than 64 inches of snow.3 The preceding data definitely
indicates the potentiality of this area for snowmobiling due
to the sufficient supply of snow.
A related factor, which the author feels is a decisive one
in the incidence of snowmobile use, is that of the number of
annual days with one inch or more of snow on the ground (see
Figure 7). This data along with the former data will give an
idea of the amount of time a snowmobiler living within the
study area has available to him to use his machine. Almost
the entire study area encounters at least 80 days of snow,
with the exceptions of Essex county and the Niagara Peninsula which have less. On the other extreme, the northern
areas of the study area receive on the average, 140 snow days
per year. Once again, the potential of this area for snowmobiling and other outdoor winter recreational activities is
obvious, based on the data compiled on these two maps.
At the conception of this thesis, the rapid growth of the
number of snowmobiles had forced public agencies throughout
North America to review their current recreation program in
an attempt to evaluate their possibilities of accomodating
^.G. Dean, ed., Economic Atlas of Ontario, (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1969), plate 72.
2

Ibid., plate 72.

3

Ibid., plate 72.
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Today, the situation appears to be un-

OTHER SNOWMOBILE STUDIES

The data from this thesis is to be compared with the recently
completed study: An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-1970, by the Department of Industry and Tourism.
The government study compiled data that explained snowmobile
user patterns, ownership patterns and expenditures of snowmobile users throughout the province. Sections of both
studies should complement each other and it is hoped that the
planning of suitable snowmobile sites in Ontario will result
from the combined information of both. A further comparison
can be made, using the resulting snowmobile data from the
Ontario studies with that from the recent study: Minnesota
Snowmobile Survey 1970.1 The Minnesota Department of Conservation determined the facilities actually used and preferred
by snowmobile users within Minnesota. As well, the Department of Conservation looked at the present and future demands
on snowmobile trails within the state.
The most important common element between the above three
studies is that each study employed similar methods of obtaining the necessary data used in the conclusions and recommendations. A questionnaire was utilized as the basic technique
to obtain this data but all three studies differed in their
design and objectives of the questioning technique.
2.3

STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN

Prior to the start of this study, no data was available on
1

Minnesota Snowmobile Survey 1970, (Minneapolis:
Minnesota Department of Conservation, Bureau of Planning,
Oct., 1970).
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the preferences, user patterns and socio-economic characteristics of snowmobile operators. It was decided that the
best way to gain information from people located in the widespread geographical areas of Southern Ontario was by means
of a questionnaire. The questionnaire method definitely was
less expensive than personal interviewing, especially when
a large sample was required. As a method of obtaining information, the questionnaire is also essentially a scientific
instrument for the measurement of the gathered data.1 Justificiation for employing the use of a questionnaire, stems
from the need to obtain accurate responses from snowmobilers
regarding their previous experiences, preferences and life
style. Information such as this is essential if the objectives
of the thesis are to be realized. Furthermore, it follows
then that conclusions and recommendations cannot be formulated without precise data similar to that obtained from a
questionnaire. With this in mind, the author formulated a
questionnaire which was designed to find; present user
patterns and behavior; preferences of snowmobile users for
certain physical landscape, vegetative and man-made
characteristics; and the socio-economic background of snowmobilers in Southern Ontario (see Appendix A ) . The questionnaire was also designed so that it could be answered by the
snowmobile operator himself, without the necessity of having
an interviewer present to explain the format. Since the
questionnaire was self-explanatory, it was decided that it
could be very easily answered at home or at any convenient
time. This meant that the questionnaire could be sent out,
but the most formidable problem then was to decide who was
to receive the questionnaires.

^.N. Oppenheim, Questionnaire Design and Attitude
Measurement, (New York! Basic Books Inc., 1966), p. 27
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Initially, the plan was to obtain a list from the Ontario
Department of Transport, of the registered snowmobile owners
in Ontario. The proposed procedure was to employ a systematic random selection process in order to obtain an unbiased
study sample from the lists of registered owners. However,
it was not possible for the author to obtain these lists
from the Department of Transport. Instead, files and records
such as those needed by the author, are sold to advertising
companies. The author approached A.L. Polk Co. in Toronto
in an attempt to purchase the necessary lists but unfortunately the costs were too high. Therefore an alternate
approach had to be developed. The approach which was used
consisted of two parts. First of all, questionnaires were
sent out to 2000 snowmobile club members living within the
study area. Secondly, questionnaires were given to nonclub members who were observed to be using private or public
snowmobile sites in Southern Ontario. As a result of this
dual approach of obtaining the necessary data, 311 total
useable questionnaires were returned from a total of 2120
that were sent out or handed out to the individuals (see
Table 7). The percentage of returns (14.7 percent) reflects
one of the disadvantages of using a mail-out questionnaire that of low returns. Of the 311 respondents used for the
study, 271 were members of snowmobile clubs, and as such
they received their questionnaires in the mail.
2.3.1

CLUB MEMBER RETURNS

The author is grateful to the Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs (OFSC) for their co-operation in sending 2000
questionnaires to members of clubs that were associated with
the federation. One questionnaire was sent to each family
to be answered by the member of the family who snowmobiles
most frequently. Consequently, the questionnaires reached
2000 different families with 304 respondents returning the
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questionnaire. Of these, 33 were spoiled and the remaining
271 constituted a return of 13.5 percent. The returns came
from 48 different clubs throughout the study area (see
Appendix B). The clubs were distributed primarily throughout the areas north or west of Toronto with very few clubs
established in eastern Ontario (see Figure 8). Accompanying each questionnaire was a letter of introduction by the
president of the OFSC, Mr. Vic Waring. The letter which
was sent out on March 1, 1971, briefly explained the purpose
of the study (see Appendix C). It is necessary to mention
that a time limit of four weeks was set on the return of the
questionnaires. The letter of introduction stated that all
responses had to be returned to the OFSC headquarters by
March 31, 1971. It is the author's contention that setting
a four week deadline for the return of the questionnaires
resulted in a lower return of completed responses than if
the time allotted had been longer. However, the questionnaires were sent out rather late in the snowmobile season
(February 28, 1971) and perhaps some snowmobilers had lost
interest in the sport by that time of year.
In return for the generous co-operation shown by the OFSC,
the author was asked to give a copy of the completed thesis
to the OFSC as well as to make a presentation at the OFSC
spring convention in Wasaga Beach, April 12, 1971. The purpose of the presentation was to explain to the visiting
members of the federation the objectives of the thesis and
how the results could aid in the development of future snowmobile areas.
The author realized the bias present in analyzing clubmember questionnaires only. It was apparent that club
members are a select group of people who for one reason or
another wanted to join an organized club. Therefore the
author felt it was necessary to cross check these results by
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obtaining the views of non-club members in an attempt to
determine any differences between the responses of club
members and those of non-club members.
2.3.2 NON-CLUB MEMBER RETURNS
There was a problem of locating and selecting non-members of
snowmobile clubs. The author decided to visit established
public and private snowmobile sites in Southern Ontario in
hope of meeting snowmobilers who were not affiliated with a
specific club. The approach unfortunately omitted any snowmobiler who did not belong to a club nor took his machine to
developed snowmobile areas. This will not greatly affect
the preferences included in the proposed snowmobile site
criteria because the criteria will be constructed with regards to the preferences of only those people who have
experienced certain snowmobile site characteristics previously.
For that reason, the people questioned at the established
snowmobile sites were included as an input into the derived
site criteria since the thesis is attempting to make proposals for the future planning of suitable snowmobile areas.
Upon meeting people at the public or private sites, the
author determined whether they were non-club members or not.
Each non-member was given a questionnaire which was identical
to those answered by club members. Included with the
questionnaire was a letter of introduction describing the
author, his affiliated university and the purpose of the
study (see Appendix D). Also, a return addressed, stamped,
business envelope was given to the prospective respondent
for ease of returning the completed questionnaire. Of the
120 questionnaires issued at the established sites, 40 were
returned (see Table 7).
It is the author's contention that a sample of forty (40)
non club-member snowmobilers is not a sufficiently large
sample to warrant adequate conclusions. The results of the
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non club-member responses were calculated and they were
found to be very similar to the results of the club-member
snowmobilers.

Therefore the author decided not to include

the analysis of non-club members simply because:

the sample

was not considered to be large enough and secondly, since
the two samples showed similar results then an analysis of
each sample group would only be repetitious.
The method of selecting the sample sites was aided by the
use of the Ontario Department of Tourism and Information's,
Ontario:

The Place Where Winter is Welcome and the Ontario

Safety League's, Snowmobiling...Where to Go in Ontario,
which listed all commercial snowmobile sites within each
economic area of Ontario.

The author completed a detailed

inventory of characteristics of 72 separate snowmobile areas
located within the study area (see Appendix E ) .

The

characteristics included in the inventory were:
1)

size in acres

2)

whether operation was public or private

3)

marked trails

4)

cookout areas

5)

fuel and servicing facilities

6)

accommodation

7)

flat terrain

8)

rolling or hilly terrain

9)

bush

10)

lake and

11)

open fields.

It was found that all areas possessed from 3 to 8 of these
characteristics.

The criteria used to categorize the areas

consisted of initially determining whether the site was
public or privately owned.

The next criteria that was

applied was the variety of the characteristics

(physical

and man-made) found within each location as well as the
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size of the area. This resulted in a classification of the
areas from which the author chose six locations (see Table
8). The method of selection was completed by merely taking
a simple random sample without replacement from each
category.
The areas chosen represent a wide range of snowmobile sites
(see Figure 9 ) . For example, the smallest has 150 acres
while the largest has 70,000 acres. The public parks,
Pinery and Sibbald Point, do not offer food, fuel, servicing
or accommodation on their sites, whereas some of the private
commercial sites rely on these attractions for added income.
The private development of Pineridge Chalet Snowmobile Trails
as well as the Pinery Provincial Park are located in South
West Ontario, while the remaining four snowmobile areas are
found in Central Ontario. The sample includes two developed
public areas, operated by the Department of Lands and Forests.
Also included, are four private areas, one of which is, the
Haliburton Forests and Wildlife Reserve Limited. It is
located on an old lumber company property and is the largest
developed snowmobile facility in Canada with 70,000 acres.
2.4

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The questionnaire was the principle means of obtaining data
for this thesis. However, other important techniques were
used so as to aid in securing the most precise information.
Associated with the use of questionnaires was the technique
of interviewing. In this study, the author interviewed the
snowmobile users at the various developed areas in an attempt
to hear their opinions on current issues regarding snowmobile legislation or availability of suitable snowmobile
areas nearby. Interviewing supplemented the general information that the author obtained from the questionnaire by
conveying the feelings of the users regarding th^ir
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TABLE 8
COMMERCIAL SNOWMOBILE AREAS
USED IN THE STUDY

Date Visited

Number of
Questionnaires
Handed Out

Pinery Provincial Park

February 27, 1971

25

Hensall-Pineridge Chalet

February 28, 1971

20

March 6, 1971

15

March 7, 1971

10

Peterborough-Old Orchard
Winter Park

March 13, 1971

15

Carnarvon-Haliburton
Forest and Wildlife
Reserve Limited

March 20-21, 1971

35

Sibbald Point Provincial
Park
Markham-Swiss Chalet
Park

120
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satisfaction for existing snowmobile facilities. Interviewing was also used to acquire facts and opinions from knowledgeable executives of the OFSC and a senior executive of
the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, Parks Branch.
Interviewing is a time consuming technique, however, the
results are often rewarding due to the fact that there
exists a one on one situation. The information gained from
the snowmobile experts was invaluable in the approach to
analyzing snowmobile activity in Southern Ontario.
No geography thesis would be complete without the use of the
fundamental geographical tool - observation. The author had
at least two important occasions to include observations into
the analysis of this thesis. The first occurance was when
the author visited public and private snowmobile areas. Observations at each area included; size of facilities, physical appearance or condition of the facilities, the number
of patrons using the snowmobile site, access to the site,
management techniques, and the degree of satisfaction of the
participants. The second occasion that the author used
observation was in the application of the derived site criteria.
It was necessary to visit the selected snowmobile areas,
both existing and potential, to observe the suitability of
each area for snowmobiling according to the site criteria. The
author therefore was able to observe the location, access,
physical landscape, vegetation and the presence of manmade facilities at each site.
Once the data and information was collected, it had to be
assimilated, tabulated and interpreted. Due to the length
of the questionnaire and the number of responses involved,
the author coded the data and punched it on computer cards.
This resulted in ease of handling the quantities of data
and also it allowed statistical tests to be applied to the
data quite efficiently.
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The author found
data on computer
advisable in the
questionnaire so
a simple code.

that coding the questionnaires and punching the
cards was very time consuming. It would be
future for similar circumstances to pre-code the
that all answers can be easily identified by

Statistical tests also played an integral part in the testing of
the study data. The preferences of the snowmobiler sample for
various physical landscape, vegetative and man-made characteristics
were subjected to a Kendall's W test which determined the strength
of agreement amongst all the respondents. Further statistical tests
were implemented to show the comparison between the questionnaire
results of the study and the results obtained in the Klopchic study:
An Analysis of Snowmobiling in Ontario: Winter 1969-1970.
Chi-Square tests were utilized to show the agreement or lack of
agreement between the results of different snowmobile studies.
The methodology as it has been outlined indicates the approach
that the author utilized to describe the activity of snowmobiling
as a complete system. An intensive investigation of the interaction of the components; snowmobiling, the snowmobile user and
the snowmobile facilities, should determine the necessary elements
to be incorporated into an optimum set of site criteria.

CHAPTER III

SNOWMOBILIM: THF PARTICIPANTS

In an attempt to formulate policies and guidelines regarding
the planning of snowmobile areas, the author was confronted
with a difficult problem. The problem stemmed from the fact
that the nature of outdoor recreation itself as a form of
individual and social behavior not only defies conventional
policy approaches, but eludes simple forms of analysis.
Hence a new form of policy and planning framework was needed.
Perloff and Wingo chose an outdoor recreation system as their
planning framework.l The author has also utilized the systems
approach in order that all the recreation elements of snowmobiling might be identified and explained. The inherent
advantage of using the systems approach is that it shows a
concern for theoretical formulation and model building which
results in probabilistic rather than deterministic solutions.
The recreational system for a given activity presents a
spatial pattern resulting from a complex interaction between
people, facilities, recreational resources and space. A
change in any one of these, such as the conversion of recreational resources to developed facilities by the planning
action, will distort this pattern. It is very important that

Perloff and Wingo, "Urban Growth and The Planning of
Outdoor Recreation", p. 87.
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recreation planners can determine in advance, what shape
such distortions are likely to have.1 The desirability and
feasibility of a spatial systems framework for an outdoor
recreation study is ideal. The most important results of
analyzing the snowmobiling system are not, as is commonly
thought, statistical projections for some target years.
Rather, they lie in an enhanced understanding of how the
system works, and of what external or controllable forces
affect the system. By investigating the three elements;
the activity of snowmobiling, the snowmobile facilities and
the snowmobile users, it is anticipated that the total
recreational system of snowmobiling can be understood. The
data obtained from the study questionnaire will be analyzed
in an attempt to fully explain the interaction between the
three elements of the snowmobiling system. Other reliable
sources of data will be employed as a comparison to the
results of the Southern Ontario study by Klopchic.
A major element that necessitates being included in the
snowmobile system is the snowmobile user. The snowmobiler
population is assumed to possess characteristics which are
directly associated with their overall recreational behavior.
In other words, snowmobilers as a recreation population, can
be divided into homogeneous groups exhibiting consistent
propensities to snowmobile.2 But the desire to participate
in the snowmobiling activity is assumed by the author to
depend upon a number of factors, both tangible and intangible.
The tangible or measurable factors which affect participation
J

Jack Ellis and Carlton Van Doren, "A Comparative
Evaluation of Gravity and System Theory Models for Statewide
Recreational Traffic Flows," Journal of Regional Science,
Vol. 6, No. 2 (1966), p. 57.
2

Perloff and Wingo, "Urban Growth and the Planning of
Outdoor Recreation," p. 87.
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in outdoor recreation are known as socio-economic characteristics.
3.1 SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The author has attempted to determine the socio-economic
characteristics associated with club-member snowmobilers of
Southern Ontario. More important still 3 is the fact that
an attempt has been made to ascertain whether participation
in snowmobiling has been influenced or affected by such socioeconomic characteristics as; place of residence, age,
sex, occupation and family income. An analytical approach to
the results of the questionnaire will act as a reliable framework with which to predict snowmobiler behavior. To verify the
results, the author chose to refer to Outdoor Recreation Resources
Review Commission Report 20 (hereafter referred to as ORRRC);
Participation in Outdoor Recreation: Factors Affecting Demand
Among American Adults, and secondly to the results of the
Department of Industry and Tourism's; An Analysis of Snowmobiling
in Ontario; Winter 1969-1970.
The first factor that was
considered was that of place of residence. Snowmobiling is
an activity that requires large amounts of open space and
therefore it was assumed that snowmobile operators who live
outside of urban areas in Southern Ontario, would have more
opportunities to snowmobile at any given time. Therefore,
participation in snowmobiling by rural residents was hypothesized
to be much more frequent than participation by urban dwellers.
The sample of club-member snowmobilers were predominantly
urban dwellers. Sixty(60$) percent of the sample of two
hundred and seventy-one (271) indicated that they resided in
a centre with a population of 2500 or greater (see Table 9 ) .
Klopchic's study of Ontario snowmobilers showed ^ery similar
results. Although, of the four hundred and seventy-five
(475) respondents, only about fifty-one (51.2%) percent
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resided in urban centres. The same study concluded that
since eighty (80%) percent of Ontario's population resides
in urban centres then the frequency for snowmobile ownership is much higher for those living in rural areas.2
TABLE 9
RESIDENCE OF SNOWMOBILERS
URBAN
RURAL
•#••*•••••DU•U?••••••••••4U•U*

Klopchic Study

51.2%

48.8%

Source: Questionnaire Data and Peter Klopchic, An Analysis
of Snowmobiling in Ontario-Winter 1969-1970 (Toronto:
Department of Tourism and Information, Nov. 1971), p. 12.
The results clearly imply that an inbalance exists between
the location of snowmobilers which represent the users, and
the location of available land or snowmobile sites, which
represent the facilities. In most cases, the urban snowmobiler has to travel some distance to locate available land
for snowmobiling.
As an indication of the total demand expected for snowmobile
facilities, the author tabulated the average amount of days
that the snowmobiler participates in snowmobiling. The
questionnaire results revealed that a snowmobiler living in
the rural areas of Southern Ontario, participated in snowmobiling on an average of fifty (50.9) days. The urban
snowmobiler, in comparison, participates in snowmobiling on
an average of thirty-nine (39.7) days (see Table 10). The
conclusion from the residence-participation data is that

klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-1970, p. 12.
2

Ibid., p. 12.
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participation in snowmobiling is affected by the snowmobiler's place
of residence.
The second socio-economic factor to be investigated is age of the snowmobile user. The questionnaire was designed so that the respondent had
to select an age group corresponding to his age. The club-member sample
TABLE 10
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARTICIPATION IN SNOWMOBILING AND
PLACE OF RESIDENCE
Average Particiipation
RESIDENCE

IN Days

URBAN

39.7

RURAL

50.9

SOURCE:

Percentage
of Respondents

60%
40%

Questionnaire Data

indicated that the majority of the snowmobilers were in the 25-44 age
grouping. Approximately sixty (66.5%) percent of the club members were
found to be between 25-44 years old (see Table 11 and Figure 10). The
reason for the low response amongst young snowmobilers under 16 years of
TABLE 11
PERCENT OF SNOWMOBILERS IN VARIOUS AGE GROUPINGS
AGE GROUP
Number of
Percentage
Respondents

of Respondents

4
25
84
93
52
12
1

1.5
9.2

Under 16
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and over
Source:

31.5
35.0
19.5

4.5
0.4

Questionnaire Data

age is because the law prohibits a person under 16 years of
age to operate a snowmobile on highways. Also, to participate
in snowmobiling one needs a large initial investment
of money. Klopchic determined that the average capital
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expenditure per snowmobiler in Ontario is $1,201.90J

Con-

sequently, a person needs a source of income in order to
participate in such an activity which explains why the majority
of snowmobilers are between the ages of 25 and 54 years old.
The Klopchic study stated that the average age of respondents was
38 years and that about eighty-three (83.1%) percent of the snowmobilers are between the ages of 21 and 50.2 But the results of
any socio-economic characteristics are strengthened if they are
shown to influence or hinder participation in a particular activity.
Age, according to ORRRC study report 20, influences participation.
The study concludes that as age increases, participation in any
activity generally declines.

Figure 11 illustrates the relation-

ship between age and participation in various outdoor recreational
activities.

The author felt that perhaps boating would indicate

similar patterns as snowmobiling because of the amount of similar
skills and physical output needed by each. The phenomenon of
decreasing participation with increase in age can be clearly
detected in Figure 9 as all activities showed less than twenty (20%)
percent participation at the age of sixty-five (65). In order to
determine whether age affects participation, the author computed the
average number of snowmobiling days for each age grouping (see
Table 12).
The results showed that as age increases, participation in
snowmobiling decreases. The respondents who were under 16 and
over 65 were omitted from the final analysis simply because
of their small percentage response.

The findings

Klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-1970, p. 34.
2

Ibid., p. 8.
3
Mueller and Gurin, Participation in Outdoor Recreation:
Factors Affecting Demand Among American Adults, p. 15.
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indicated that younger snowmobilers between 16 and 24 years
old tend to snowmobile on an average of sixty-five days (65.2)
per year. Whereas snowmobilers between the ages of 55 and 64 only
participate in snowmobiling on the average of twenty-four (24)
days per winter*
TABLE 12
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARTICIPATION IN SNOWMOBILING AND AGE
Number of Days
Percentage of
AGE GROUP
Of Snowmob iling
Respondents
Under 16
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and over
Source:

37.5
65.2
43.7
41.9
37.5
24.0
45.0

1.5
9.2
31.5
35.0
19.5

4.5
0.4

Questionnaire Data

By combining the total participation results by each group with
the percentage of total respondents within each group, the
conclusion appears to be that it is the people under the age of
fifty-four (54) who are using all snowmobile areas. Any plan
for the development of future snowmobile areas must definitely
consider the preferences and patterns of snowmobilers within
the 24-54 age groups. The apparent differences in participation by
each age group also is a reflection of the varying amounts of
leisure time available to snowmobilers. Younger participants between
the ages of 16 and 24 certainly have more available leisure time
than snowmobilers between the ages of 45 and 64. Hence, the difference in participation rates are explained to some degree by
availability of leisure time.
A third socio-economic factor to be studies is; sex of participants. Of
the sample of two hundred and seventy-one (271 club members, approximately
ninety-five (95.3%) percent were males. The findings were
consistent with the results of the Klopchic study which
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showed that about ninety-seven (97.5%) percent of the respondents were males.1 The participation rates of the sexes
also differed. Males snowmobile on the average of fortyfour days (44) per winter while women snowmobile on the
average about fifty-three (53.2) days per year. The findings
do not strongly affect the demand for certain snowmobile
facilities because the female snowmobile population is a
small percentage (4.7%) of the total snowmobile sample. Consequently, the participation rates of the male snowmobiler
are the figures that need to be considered when planning new
snowmobile areas.
Occupational patterns of club member snowmobilers indicate
a tendency towards the categories of skilled labourers,
managers and professionals. The single largest group was
the skilled labourers with twenty-seven (27%) percent of the
total sample. The manager-owners and the professionals were
the next largest groups with twenty-six (26%) percent and
twenty-one (21%) percent respectively (see Table 13 and
Figure 12). The significant conclusion drawn from the findings was that almost three-quarters (3/4) of the respondents
were skilled workers, manager-owners or professionals. The
findings of the Klopchic study are very similar and deserve
comparison in Table 13.

klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-1970, p. 8.
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TABLE 13
PERCENTAGE OF SNOWMOBILERS BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES
Club Members

Klopchic Study

Number of
Respondents

Percentage

Professional
Manager/Owner

56
70

21.0
26.0

Salesman
Clerical Worker

13
16

Skilled Labor
Unskilled Labor

72
18
9
3

OCCUPATION

Farm Operator
Retired
Student
Housewife
Other

Total

Number of
Respondents

Percentage
13.3
21.5

4.5
6.0

75
121
42
18

27.0
7.0

166
28

3.0

33

11
3

1.0
3.5
1.0

13
14

29.5
5.0
5.9
2.3

-

-

—

—

52

9.3

271

100%

562

100%

7.5
3.2

2.5

Source: Questionnaire Data and Peter Klopchic, An Analysis of
Snowmobiling in Ontario-Winter 1969-1970, (Toronto: Department
of Tourism and Information, Nov. 1971), p. 7.
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The results of the questionnaire closely resembles the conclusions of the ORRRC Report 20, which suggested that participation in recreation is closely related to the occupational
hierarchy.l
To further support the previous findings, the author
calculated the rate of participation for each occupational
category (see Table 14).
TABLE 14
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARTICIPATION IN SNOWMOBILING
AND OCCUPATION
OCCUPATION
Professional
Manager/Owner
Salesman
Clerical Worker
Skilled Labor
Unskilled Labor
Farm Operator
Retired
Student
Housewife

Percentage of Respondents
21.0
26.0
4.5
6.0
27.0
7.0
3.0
1.0
3.5
1.0

Average Number of
Days Snowmobiling
41.5
38.5
47.0
39.7
47.5
39.5
39.9
40.0
77.2
75.0

The participation patterns according to occupational categories indicates that both students and housewives snowmobile more than seventy-five (75) days per year. On the
other extreme, the manager/owner group only snowmobile
about thirty-eight (38.5) days per year. The difference in
participation can be partially explained by the difference
in the amounts of leisure time available to each of the
occupation groups. Students have far more leisure time at

Mueller and Gurin, Participation in Outdoor Recreation:
Factors Affecting Demand Among American Adults, p. ITT
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their disposal than professionals or managers.
In conclusion, the participation in snowmobiling amongst
the club member sample, was influenced by occupation. The
influence was particularly noticed in the white and blue
collar workers who comprised the majority of snowmobile
users.
Closely associated with occupation is the socio-economic
factor of income. As was previously mentioned, snowmobiling
is an activity that requires a substantial monetary input.
An input that the author hypothesized could be made by a
majority of people earning over seven thousand dollars per
year. The information was obtained from the snowmobile
users by asking them to indicate the annual gross family
income earned by all members in the household. The resulting
pattern showed that ninety (90%) percent of club member
families earned more than $7,000 per year (see Table 15 and
Figure 13).
TABLE 15
PERCENTAGE OF SNOWMOBILERS FROM INCOME CATEGORIES
INCOME CATEGORIES

Number of
Respondents

Percentage

under $3000
3000-4999
5000-6999
7000-9999
10000-13999
14000-17999
18000-and over

2
4
21
62
105
35
42

0.,8
1.,5
8.,0
23.,0
38.,7
13.,0
15.,0

Total:

271

100%

Source:

Questionnaire Data

The income category of $10,000-$13,999 showed the greatest
incidence of snowmobilers. Approximately thirty-eight
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(3 8.7%) percent of club members earn between $10,000 and
$14,000. As would be expected, the participation of people
of lower income is rather slight. The specific factor
within total family income is per capita disposable income.
The money which people have available to spend as they wish
could possibly determine the participation in any recreational activity.
To further exemplify the effect that income has on participation in snowmobiling, the author has included data as
found in Table 16.
TABLE 16
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCOME AND PARTICIPATION IN SNOWMOBILING
INCOME CATEGORIES
Under $3000
3000-4999
5000-6999
7000-9999
10000-13999
14000-17999
18000 and over
Source:

Percentage of
Participants
0.8
1.5
8.0
23.0
38.7
13.0
15.0

Average Participation
in Days/Season
70.0
47.5
33.5
46.6
45.8
45.8
37.5

Questionnaire Data

Participation remains above average until income reaches the
highest category at which time participation drops from
approximately forty-five days (45.8) to about thirty-seven
(37.5) days. The results for the lowest income category are
not believed to be reliable for comparison because of the
low percentage of respondents in that category. Participation
in snowmobiling bears a direct relationship to income,
especially between seven thousand ($7000) and eighteen
thousand ($18000) dollars. Beyond eighteen thousand
($18000) dollars income, participation in snowmobiling
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begins to decline. The influence of income on participation
is an important aspect to the entire recreation system,
according to ORRRC Report 20. The report concluded that as
income increased, so did participation in outdoor recreational
activities. *
Other incidental findings about the patterns of snowmobile
users were that the average snowmobile family owns and
operates one decimal five (1.5) snowmobiles. The average
snowmobile family within the study area consisted of three
decimal nine (3.9) people per family and the resulting participation was three decimal six (3.6) people per family. The
results indicate that snowmobiling is a family outdoor
recreation activity and future snowmobile areas should definitely be designed to accomodate the desires of all
members of the family. Klopchic's study also indicated that
the snowmobiling family of Ontario had one decimal nine (1.9)
children or a family size of three decimal nine (3.9), of
which three decimal four (3.4) members per family participate
in snowmobiling.2 The comparison of results between the two
studies show the similarities between club members and all
snowmobilers in the specific user patterns. Snowmobiling is
an activity that attracts all members of the family to
participate together.
In conclusion, the author investigated the socio-economic
characteristics of the snowmobiler to determine user
patterns and secondly to indicate whether any or all of the

Mueller and Gurin, Participation in Outdoor Recreation:
Factors Affecting Demand Among American Adults, p. 10~.
2

Klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-1970, pp. 8-9.
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characteristics influenced participation in the activity.
The results showed that rural-resident snowmobilers tended
to participate in snowmobiling more often. But at the same
time, the bulk of Southern Ontario's snowmobilers are urban
residents. Therefore if the distribution of snowmobile
users became more rural, there would certainly be a larger
demand for all types of snowmobile areas and facilities.
The questionnaire data also indicated that age affects
participation in snowmobiling. The majority of snowmobilers
were twenty-five to forty-four (25-44) years of age but at
the same time, participation days of snowmobiling decreased
with an increase in age. The next socio-economic factor
that influenced participation in snowmobiling was sex of
the participant. Almost the entire sample were males but
the patterns showed that females participate more often when
given the opportunity to snowmobile. The most influential
socio-economic factor in the snowmobile study was occupation
of the individual. Skilled labor, manager-owners and professionals appear to be at least three-quarters of the
snowmobile population which is a good indication of the income needed for snowmobiling. Income, as the final socioeconomic factor showed a strong influence on participation.
Most snowmobile users earn more than seven thousand ($7000)
dollars per year and beyond this level the days of participation remain relatively equal. Participation for snowmobilers in the eighteen thousand dollar ($18000) and over
category, drops off slightly, perhaps a reflection of the
lack of leisure time available to this type of individual.
One aspect of socio-economic characteristics needs to be
mentioned. There exists a .close interrelationship between
socio-economic variables and as such, it is rather difficult
to determine the actual effect of any single factor as it
influences participation in snowmobiling. In any case, it
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needs to be understood that factors other than socioeconomic characteristics are also major determinants of
snowmobile participation. Such factors as leisure time
available, the personal goals and interests which the individual seeks to promote in his leisure time, physiological
factors, recreational experience in childhood, availability
of facilities and preferences of the snowmobiler for
certain site and facility characteristics are only a few.
3.2

SNOWMOBILE USER PATTERNS

The recent development of the snowmobile as a recreational
machine permits the operator of such to travel as far in one
hour as a well conditioned snowshoer can travel in a day.
Consequently, there is a need for large areas of available
land so that snowmobilers might have sufficient space to
participate in this sport. But people are finding many ways
to use their snowmobile. Not everyone utilizes their snowmobile for pleasure driving or recreation. Rather, some are
using the snowmobile for transportation in rather remote
areas, or for competitive racing on snow-packed tracks
throughout the area.
The author felt that it was imperative to determine the major
uses of snowmobiles within the study area. Preferences of
hunters or fishermen who used snowmobiles as transportation
were anticipated to be different than those of snowmobilers
who use their machines for pleasure riding. The questionnaire
results gave the answers needed to determine the major uses
of snowmobiles in Southern Ontario. The respondents were
requested to list and rank the two most frequent uses of
their snowmobile in the order of the time spent on each use
(see Table 17).
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TABLE 17

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS' LISTED USES
OF THE SNOWMOBILE

FIRST
USE

Pleasure
(Recreation)
Transportation
Fishing
Racing

SECOND
No Second Use
USE
Pleasure
Transportation
Fishing
Racing

Club Members

Percent

262
7
1
1

96.7
2.6
0.4
0.4

162
9

59.4
3.7

73
12
15

26.9
4.4
5.5

N= 271

Source:

Klopchic
Study

78.5
5.6
10.7
0.9

N= 572

Questionnaire Data and Peter Klopchic, An Analysis of
Snowmobiling in Ontario - Winter 1969-1970, (Toronto:
Department of Tourism and Information, Nov. 1971), p. 4
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The results showed that the major use of snowmobiles by the
sample'population was for recreation or pleasure riding. It
was determined that about ninety-six (96.7%) percent of the
snowmobile club members use their snowmobiles for pleasure
riding.
In comparison, Klopchic found that approximately seventyeight (78.5%) percent of snowmobilers bought their machines
primarily to drive for pleasure. Although the questions
dealing with snowmobile use in the two studies were different,
the results are significantly comparable. In fact a ChiSquare test can be applied to determine if a significant
difference exists between the responses of the two groups
(see Table 18). The null hypothesis tested with the ChiSquare test is; there is no significant difference in uses
of the snowmobile by club member respondents and respondents
in the Klopchic study. The calculated X 2 value is 16.0.
Whereas the table value for Chi-Square, at the decimal zero
five (.05) level of significance and three degrees of freedom
is 7.815. Therefore, since the calculated value is larger
than the table value then something other than chance is
involved and the null hypothesis has to be rejected. Consequently, a significant difference exists between the snowmobile uses of club members and the respondents of the Klopchic
study. The Klopchic study attempted to obtain a random sample
from all areas of Ontario which indicates that perhaps the
snowmobile club member sample uses their snowmobile for recreation more than non club members of Ontario.
The reasons for purchase are a good indication of the actual
purpose for which the snowmobile will be put to use but the
percentage of total use for each activity cannot be interpreted from this same question.
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TABLE 18

CHI-SQUARE ON THE LISTED USES
OF THE SNOWMOBILE

Observed

Expected

O-E

(O-E) 2

(O-E)2/E

96.7

78.5

18.2

331.24

4.2

2.6

5.6

-3.0

9.0

1.6

0.4

10.7

-10.3

106.09

9.9

0.4

0.9

-0.5

.25

0.3

X2 =

16.0
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Interesting to note, is the fact that about fifty-nine
(59.4%) percent of the club member respondents only rely
on the snowmobile for one use. Of the second uses listed,
transportation is the most popular. All 271 respondents
listed driving for pleasure or recreation as one of their
two uses of a snowmobile. Consequently, this has to reflect
a demand on certain outdoor recreation resources which shall
be determined by observing snowmobile user preferences.
Another related aspect of the activity of snowmobiling is
the element of where people snowmobile. More specifically,
the respondents were asked to indicate the type of land
ownership that existed where they most frequently snowmobiled.
The relationship between the snowmobilers and the land ownership indicates that approximately fifty-four (54.4%) percent
of the questionnaire respondents most frequently snowmobile
on land owned by a private individual other than themselves.
Whereas, roughly thirty-nine (38.7%) percent of the respondents use public land which includes roads and lakes (see
Table 19 and Figure 14). The fact that very few people
snowmobile on their own land or land owned by a snowmobile
club reflects the mobility of these recreational machines.
People use their machines to travel to large areas of land.
By comparison, the results found by the Klopchic study are
complimentary. In an attempt to determine if there is a
significant difference between the areas used for snowmobiling by club members and respondents in the Klopchic study,
a Chi-Square test can be applied (see Table 20). The null
hypothesis tested is that there is no difference in the
areas used by club members and the respondents in the
Klopchic study. The calculated X 2 value is 9.5. The table
value for Chi-Square, at the decimal zero five (.05) level
of significance and three degrees of freedom is 7.815. As
a result, since the calculated value is the larger of the
two values, then something other than chance is involved
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TABLE 19

OWNERSHIP OF LAND USED FOR SNOWMOBILING

OWNER

RESPONDENTS
Klopchic
Study
(Percentage)

Club
Members

Percentage of
Respondents

Public (includes lakes
and roads)

105

38.7

40.1

Private (other than
yourself)

147

54.4

45.7

10

3.6

14.2

9

3.3

271

100%

Yourself
Snowmobiling Club

TOTAL

Source:

Questionnaire Data and Peter Klopchic,
An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-1970^ (Toronto: Department
of Tourism and Information, Nov. 1971),
Appendix II, Table 1.

0

100%
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TABLE 20

CHI-SQUARE ON THE OWNERSHIP
OF LAND USED FOR SNOWMOBILING

Expected

O-E

(O-E) 2

38.7

40.1

1.4

1.96

54.4

45.7

8.7

75.7

1.2

3.6

14.2

-10.6

112.4

7.8

Observed

3.3

0

2.9

8.41

(O-E)2/E

0.5

0

X 2 =9.5
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and the null hypothesis can be rejected. The conclusion
suggests that a significant difference exists between the
land used by snowmobile club members and by the respondents
of the Klopchic study.
Although the Klopchic study included a breakdown of public
areas into specific types, the results showed that about
forty-five (45.7%) percent of the snowmobilers used private
land while approximately forty (40.1%) percent used public
lands including lakes and rivers.
The major discrepancy between the results of the two studies
is the amount of snowmobilers that use their own property.
In the study covering snowmobilers throughout Ontario, the
Klopchic study found that the people who snowmobiled at their
own property were the same individuals who bought their snowmobiles primarily for non-recreational transportation. Quite
possibly, these people do not belong to snowmobile clubs or
do not snowmobile at commercial developed areas. If they
continue to snowmobile on their own property then they are
not concerned about the possibility of developing snowmobile
areas. Therefore the planning of future snowmobile areas is
designed to satisfy the needs of the snowmobile operators who
use their machines for pleasure and recreation which appears
to be approximately ninety-seven (96.7%) percent of all club
members.
Also necessary, is the need to determine how snowmobilers
get their machines to that area which they use most often.
It is assumed that they can drive their machine or have it
transported to their desired area. The questionnaire was
designed to ask the snowmobilers whether they transport
their snowmobile to their most frequently used area. The
responses indicated that only thirty-eight (38%) percent of
the sample do transport their snowmobiles. The snowmobilers
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who do transport their machines were then asked to indicate
the distance that they normally have to transport their
machine (see Table 21 and Figure 15). Only about thirtyseven (36.5%) percent of the club member respondents
transport their snowmobile. Possibly, many club members
live in the vicinity of their club which allows them to
snowmobile to the club facilities. Unfortunately though,
many urban areas are banning the use of snowmobiles within
their corporate boundaries which means that more urban snowmobilers will have to transport their snowmobiles out of
the urban area before using their machines.
TABLE 21
DISTANCE SNOWMOBILERS TRANSPORT SNOWMOBILES IN THE STUDY AREA
DISTANCE
(MILES)

CLUB
MEMBERS

PERCENT

less than 5
5-20
21-45
46-90
more than 90

19
36
20
10
15

19
36
20
10
15

100

100%

TOTALS:
Source:

Questionnaire Data

The questionnaire did not allow the respondents to indicate
the exact distance that they transported their snowmobiles.
But rather, the question was close-ended and the distance
groupings were pre-chosen by the author. The respondents
were only required to check-off the appropriate distance
grouping. A closer look at the distances that snowmobiles
are transported shows that distance does not affect the
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number of snowmobiles that are transported. Although the
largest number of snowmobiles are transported between five
(5) and twenty (20) miles which represents approximately a
one half hour driving time. When the cumulative percentages
are tabulated, it appears that seventy (70%) percent of all
snowmobiles owned by club members that are transported to
an area, do not go any further than forty-five (45) miles
or one hours driving time from their home base (see Figure
16) .
An important element such as this indicates the willingness
of some snowmobile owners to travel distances in order to
use certain snowmobile areas. Travelling to developed
snowmobile areas will be necessary in the future since these
areas cannot be developed in proximity to the entire snowmobile population.
Assuming that the growth of snowmobiling popularity continues,
then new areas for snowmobiling will be needed. Therefore
further research should be undertaken to determine how far
snowmobilers would be willing to travel in order to use the
new sites and facilities. Information such as this will
certainly be invaluable in the location of future developed
snowmobile areas.
One other aspect involving travel is that of taking a snowmobile to a cottage. The respondents were asked if they
owned a cottage or a summer home with twenty-seven (27%)
percent of the snowmobiler sample indicating the affirmative.
The reason for determining whether snowmobiles are transported to cottage areas is twofold. Primarily it indicates
another use for snowmobiles as well as showing the type of
areas used by some snowmobilers. Secondly, it indicates
the distance that people are willing to take their snowmobile for recreation. The average distance that the people
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transported their snowmobile to the cottage was one hundred
and six miles (106) or at least a two hour drive by car.
The Klopchic study found that approximately eighteen (18%)
percent of the sample snowmobilers of Ontario use their
snowmobiles at their own cottage1 and the majority of
cottagers use their machines for pleasure riding.
The major economic significance of using snowmobiles at
cottage areas lies beyond the scope of this thesis. The
economic impact of the services desired during these trips
results in the economic development of the recreation areas
during the winter months. Therefore the greatest impact
seems to be the extension of the recreation and resort
season to a year-round business, with a constant influx of
people into these towns.2
The only user pattern that has not been investigated is the
past experiences of club-member snowmobilers. It is necessary to determine what type of snowmobile sites and
facilities have been used by snowmobilers in the past.
3.3

PAST EXPERIENCES OF THE SNOWMOBILER

The basic theme of the study is that snowmobile areas should
be designed and developed according to the preferences of
the snowmobile user. But it must be recognized, however,
that a snowmobiler can only prefer that which he has experienced. Consequently a snowmobile user cannot evaluate

klopchic, An Analysis of Snowmobiling in OntarioWinter 1969-197 0, Appendix II, Table 1.
2

John Perry, "The Impact of the Snowmobile on the
Urban Field" (unpublished paper prepared for Urban Field
Seminar, Department of Urban and Regional Planning,
University of Toronto, June 1970), p. 33.
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different kinds of areas that he has never known. For this
reason, the past experiences of snowmobile operators need
to be established and analyzed. Following this, the preferences of the snowmobilers can be observed and then correlated with past experiences to check the validity. The
results of the study are expected to be more practical and
applicable if these procedures are followed.
The author wanted to obtain specific information about the
entire character of the area used most frequently by each
snowmobile user. It was decided to break the total
character of a snowmobile area down into more accurate
elements. The elements consisted of; physical landscape
characteristics, vegetative characteristics and man-made
characteristics. The combination of the three elements
forms the total environment of the snowmobile area.
Information of this nature is needed from the respondents
without any bias being present. Bias in this situation can
occur if the respondent hears or sees mention of a particular
characteristic immediately prior to giving his answer to a
question. Therefore it was felt that a series of open
ended questions were necessary to obtain the past experience data. The open ended style of questioning allows the
respondent to choose his own phrasing of an answer while
being free of bias. The disadvantage of open ended questioning is that the variety of answers are considerable. In
this case, the author assigned each answer to one of six
categories for ease of handling.
The questionnaire asked the snowmobilers to list the physical
landscape characteristics found within their most frequently
used snowmobile area. Sufficient space was left for the
respondent to list numerous characteristics if he so desired.
The results were distributed over all six characteristics
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but more snowmobilers experienced wooded areas than any
other characteristic (see Table 22).
On the following page of the questionnaire, the snowmobilers
were asked if they had ever snowmobiled at an area that
contained certain characteristics, which were then listed.
The respondent was to answer yes or no for each characteristic. The questions were close ended since the answers
were given and the respondent needed only to select the one
that applied to his experience. The author purposely chose
nine physical landscape characteristics that were also to
be included in the question on preferences. The results of
this question are to be correlated with the preferences of
snowmobilers for physical landscape characteristics. Also,
the question acts as a crosscheck on the previous open
ended question on physical characteristics of snowmobile
sites.
More than ninety-five (95%) percent of the club members in
Southern Ontario have experienced all the physical landscape characteristics with the exception of lakes and
scenic lookouts (see Table 23). As was expected, approximately one half of the entire sample have not utilized areas
which possessed scenic lookouts. The results indicate that
the snowmobilers in Southern Ontario have experienced a
wide range of physical landscapes found within snowmobile
areas. Effects of their experience will definitely be seen
in the statement of their preferences for certain types of
physical landscape characteristics.
The second element of the character of snowmobile areas is
the composition of the vegetative cover. The author was
interested in determining whether snowmobile users actually
perceive the vegetation around them and then if they do,
can they identify what type of vegetation it is. A question

TABLE 22

PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
MOST FREQUENTLY USED AREAS AS LISTED BY
THE QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

CHARACTERISTIC

Club members
(maximum of 271)

Hilly terrain
Flat terrain
Open fields
Lakes, rivers
Wooded
Trails

Source:

Questionnaire Data

199
70
127
110
220
102

Percent

76

TABLE 23
PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS EXPERIENCED BY
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

CHARACTERISTICS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open fields
Wooded trails
Mixture of fields and
trails
Flat terrain
Rolling terrain

6.

Mixture of flat and

7.
8.
9.

Club
(271)

Percent

267
268

99
99

266
249
262

99
92
97

rolling terrain

26 2

97

Roads
Lakes
Scenic lookouts

258
227
159

95
84
59

Source:

Questionnaire Data
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of this nature once again, reflects the past experience of
the particular snowmobile user. The question on vegetative
characteristics was open ended which allowed the respondents
to express their answers in any form or description. A
topic such as vegetation is rather nebulous. As a result,
the answers ranged from very basic answers such as grass
and trees, to rather specific answers such as coniferous
and deciduous. The frequency of responses for this question
were lower than those for the other two site characteristic
questions leaving doubt in the author's mind as to whether
the respondents fully understood the question. Then again,
the snowmobile users may not have perceived types of
vegetation while they were participating in snowmobiling.
Table 24 indicates that eight types of vegetation were found
at the most frequently used areas by the study sample. Of
the eight types, the snowmobile population experienced trees
and busjhlands most frequently. Club members were very
accurate in their observation of vegetation by stating their
experience with reference to specific species of trees such
as coniferous or deciduous. The highest frequency of experience for club members was about thirty-eight (3 8.1%) percent
for coniferous trees.
The third element which completes the character of any
snowmobile site, is the presence of man-made facilities.
The author realized the importance of having original answers
from the respondents, therefore the question asked was open
ended. The respondents were asked to list all the man-made
facilities that are located at the snowmobile area that they
used most often. The results indicated that the sample
population has used areas which possess marked trails.
Roughly twenty-eight (28.5%) percent of club members have
been to sites that have marked trails. Obviously marked
trails are becoming standard characteristics at commercial
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TABLE 24

VEGETATIVE CHARACTERISTICS EXPERIENCED BY
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

CHARACTERISTICS

Club Members

Percent

(271)
Trees

92

33.9

Shrubs

38

14.0

Deciduous

92

33.9

103

38.1

Grassland

78

28.8

Bush

78

28.8

Marsh

18

6.6

Farm crops

42

15.5

Coniferous

Source:

Questionnaire Data
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snowmobile areas as well as at snowmobile club areas (see
Table 25). The full effect of the characteristic of marked
trails should be indicated by the preferences of the sample
snowmobilers.
The respondents answers to the question on man-made facilities was crosschecked by asking them if they have ever
snowmobiled at an area that contained certain man-made
characteristics. The author designed the question so that
nine characteristics were included and the respondent
needed only to answer yes or no to each part of the question.
As was previously suggested, the results were to be used as
the indication of past experience which would then be
correlated with the preferences for man-made characteristics.
Characteristics such as those listed were found in the
various public and private areas throughout Southern Ontario
(see Appendix E ) .
In considering the development or expansion of snowmobile
areas in Southern Ontario, whether it is to be developed
with public funds or by private enterprise, a primary step
has to be the critical analysis of the existing facilities.
Such criteria as; the number of existing sites and the
characteristics found at each site are needed to compare
and correlate with the preferences of the snowmobiler for
future planned areas. It should be constantly kept in mind
that every snowmobiler is not attracted to the same type of
snowmobile area as his counterpart. Therefore each new
snowmobile area must be planned accordingly. The decisionmaking process involved in the planning must strive to keep
pace with the expected surging demand for snowmobile areas.
New areas, therefore, must be developed. Established ones
must be improved and expanded and submarginal areas definitely must be eliminated. The task of selecting and developing a new site, or improving an old established snowmobile
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TABLE 25
MAN-MADE CHARACTERISTICS EXPERIENCED BY
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

CHARACTERISTICS

Club
(271)

Percent

1.

Roads

28

10.3

2.

Clubhouse

51

18.8

3.

Buildings

37

13.9

4.

Marked trails

77

28.5

5.

Snack bar

35

12.9

6.

Restrooms

43

15.8

7.

Parking lot

21

7.7

8.

Gas depot

12

4.4

Source:

Questionnaire Data
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area, is never a one-step procedure. A complete understanding of the recreation system must be made, with particular
emphasis on the preferences of the snowmobile user as related
to his past experience.

3.4

CONCLUSIONS

The detailed analysis of the snowmobiler sample resulted in
the knowledge of the socio-economic characteristics of the
average club-member snowmobiler. Snowmobilers are predominantly male, urban dwellers of approximately forty years
of age who reside in the most southerly areas of Ontario and
who snowmobile nearly forty days per season. The same snowmobiler earns between ten and fourteen thousand dollars per
year while working as a skilled labourer, a manager or
owner of a business or in a qualified professional occupation. The snowmobile user primarily uses his machine for
recreation and pleasure riding and most frequently snowmobiles on private land.
Over eighty (80%) percent of the questionnaire respondents
have experienced all the listed physical landscape characteristics with the exception of lakes and scenic lookouts.
While at the same time very few snowmobilers have experienced man-made facilities.

CHAPTER IV

THE SNOWMOBILE SITES AND FACILITIES
OF SOUTHERN ONTARIO

Snowmobiling is a recreational activity that requires an
endowment of special resource characteristics. Besides the
necessity of snow, such characteristics as open space or
clear trails through woodlots are needed. Each of these
characteristics must be included in the sites or facilities
in order that the activity can be carried out. Actually,
facilities possess the various characteristics which can
influence the operation of the complete recreational system.
A snowmobile facility may be used for snowmobiling alone or
it may be used for many activities. The latter is referred
to as a multi-purpose facility. A site which is designated
as multi-purpose has to be planned and designed to accommodate various recreational activities simultaneously or at
different seasons of the year. Snowmobile sites or facilities can be viewed as the media which supplies recreational
services which are consumed by the users of the facilities.1

^erloff and Wingo, "Urban Growth and the Planning of
Outdoor Recreation", p. 89.
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4.1

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING SNOWMOBILE SITES AND FACILITIES

There exists throughout Southern Ontario a multitude of unplanned areas used by snowmobilers. The availability of
vacant private land or farm fields close to urban areas has
attracted some local residents to use the areas. Unfortunately all too often, snowmobile operators have also decided
to ride along on roadways. It is the purpose of the study
to determine what characteristics found at snowmobile areas,
are preferred by snowmobilers. Eventually, snowmobile sites
should be developed with the preferences of snowmobile users
in mind.
Prior to analyzing the preferences of snowmobilers it is
necessary to assess the variety of snowmobile sites and
facilities available in Southern Ontario today. As was mentioned in Chapter II, the author completed a detailed inventory of seventy-two established snowmobile areas in the study
region (see Appendix E). For the purposes of the study, the
seventy-two different areas are assumed as being all inclusive of every area in Southern Ontario.
Evidently, the majority of the existing sites represent
commercial endeavours and as such they rely on the snowmobile
population for a livelihood. It would be misleading to
assume that all seventy-two areas are efficiently managed
and professionally designed. Many of the existing sites
were previously unused lands which appeared to be able to
be opened up for recreation of some sort. In some instances,
no planning of the site was attempted resulting in a series
of open fields with snowmobiles running around in all
directions.
In talking with some of the private operators of snowmobile
sites, the author found that snowmobilers are no longer
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content with using flat open fields. Snowmobilers today,
according to the site operators, demand designed scenic
snowmobile areas which also have modern facilities. Many
of the areas do possess just these requirements but they
lack the proximity to a large snowmobile population.
Location is one of the vital attributes for the success or
failure of a snowmobile area. If large amounts of capital
and time are to be invested into the development of a snowmobile area, then the management will need to attract large
numbers of snowmobilers in order to realize a profit. The
location of the seventy-two snowmobile sites shows that the
areas are scattered throughout Southern Ontario (see Figure
17). The Central Ontario region experiences the greatest
occurrence of snowmobile sites, with clusters found around
the area of metropolitan Toronto. It is interesting to note
that the majority of areas are found within the snowbelt
area of Southern Ontario as defined by that area with one
hundred (100) days of one inch or more of snow. The amount
of snowfall definitely affects the location of existing
snowmobile sites and facilities.
Site characteristics found at each snowmobile area deserve
analysis. Of the areas listed in the tabulation, only eight
are publicly owned. The eight public sites are either
provincial parks or conservation parks that have allowed
snowmobilers access to the parks in the winter months.
Physical descriptions of the existing snowmobile sites include characteristics such as; flat land, bush, rolling or
hilly terrain, lakes and open fields. The most frequent
characteristics found at the areas is rolling or hilly
terrain (see Table 26). This characteristic is found at
about eighty-six (86.1%) percent of the snowmobile site
locations. Such regularity of occurrence indicates a
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TABLE 26
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMERCIAL SNOWMOBILE SITES
LISTED BY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS
Characteristic

OCCURRENCES LISTED*

Flat
Rolling or Hilly
Bush
Lake
Open Fields

Source:

23
62
47
7
20

PERCENTAGE
31.9
86.1
65.2
9.7
27.7

Questionnaire Data
•Possible Total of 72

location factor for the development of a snowmobile area.
The next most frequently observed physical characteristic
is bush or forest lands which occur at approximately sixtyfive (65.2%) percent of the locations. Again, a strong case
for the necessity of bushlands as a locational factor is
indicated.
Not only are physical characteristics mentioned but so are
man-made facilities or characteristics. Five separate
categories are indicated. They are; marked trails, cookout
areas, fuel, servicing and accommodation on site. The most
common man-made characteristic found at commercial snowmobile sites is marked trails with about seventy-six (76.3%)
percent occurrence (see Table 27).
Developed snowmobile areas must certainly realize the need
for planned trails as a characteristic which attracts snowmobile users. Similar in importance as a man-made characteristic is the availability of fuel on site which was
found at seventy-five (75%) percent of the sites. It is
not surprising to find that only twenty-five (25%) percent
of the existing areas have accommodation on the site. To
construct a building for accommodation, involves a large
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TABLE 27
MAN-MADE CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMERCIAL SNOWMOBILE SITES
LISTED BY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS
CHARACTERISTIC

OCCURRENCES LISTED*

Marked trails
Cookout areas
Fuel
Servicing
Accommodation on Site
Source:

55
41
54
34
18

PERCENTAGE
76.3
56.9
75.0
47.2
25.0

Questionnaire Data
•Possible Total of 72

capital investment. Therefore the snowmobile area would definitely have to be a multi-purpose site which could be used
in the summer months.
Snowmobile facilities are varied and numerous. It appears
that there are areas accessible to any snowmobiler in Southern
Ontario. But do the existing areas contain the characteristics that the snowmobiler prefers to have at an area?

4.2

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRAILS AS SNOWMOBILE FACILITIES

Snowmobiling is certainly not restricted to large open areas
or fields. More and more emphasis seems to be placed on the
development of specially-planned, marked snowmobile trails.
Trails of this nature can cut down on the incidence of
snowmobile mishaps because they are professionally planned
and maintained. The advantage of designing trails is that
they allow snowmobilers to experience interesting winter
landscapes while operating their snowmobiles under controlled
conditions. Hence the advantage of trails is aimed at the
maintenance of safety for the snowmobile operator. But
recreation and park planners will have problems planning
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sufficient trails in the future in order to accommodate
the number of snowmobiles expected in Southern Ontario.
One practical solution to the need for more snowmobile trails
is to plan multi-purpose trails which can be utilized during
the summer. In this way, less valuable recreational land
is needed for many different recreational activities. Trails
of this nature are best suited for development in close
proximity to populated urban areas. In this respect, the
trails will be close to the users for snowmobiling or for
hiking, bicycling and horseback riding in the summer months.
J. Perry proposed the development of a system of trails by
the Ontario government.* His contention was that snowmobilers
need not have to travel short loop trails of twenty-five
miles. But rather, snowmobilers, because of the great
mobility of their machines, should be able to travel hundreds
of miles on designed trails throughout Ontario.
The problems associated with a plan of this magnitude are
numerous. Ideally, trails should be located where resulting
land-use conflicts would be at a minimum. To achieve this,
someone would be responsible for a comprehensive assessment
and evaluation of all recreational areas within the study
area. The author contends that this procedure will be absolutely necessary in the very near future based on the
increasing participation rates in snowmobiling and most
other outdoor activities. Competition for recreational
land will certainly not decrease in the future.
Undoubtedly, all snowmobile use cannot be attracted to
1

Perry, "The Impact of the Snowmobile on the Urban
Field," p. 52.
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snowmobile trails, but it is hoped that a majority of the
snowmobile users will decide to travel on the trails. The
attractiveness of trail use can be magnified by offering a
large choice of expertly designed and well maintained
trails.
Locational aspects are of prime importance in the planning
of future snowmobile trails. The three initial factors
that need to be considered are; snow availability, type of
use for the trails, and land ownership patterns throughout
the proposed trail route. A knowledgeable recreational
specialist has suggested that if permanent trails are developed, they should be located within the snowbelt area.1
The snowbelt area is defined as that region having an annual
average snowcover of one inch or more for at least 100 days
(see Figure 7). Observation of the map of the number of
days of snowcover (one inch or more) indicates that most of
the Ontario study area can qualify for trail development.
Experienced planners have determined particular specifications for the development of permanent snowmobile trails.
Trails which are designed according to these specifications
can be utilized for other types of trail use. The trail
design specifications are;2
1)

Trail length of 15-30 miles is desirable, 40-50
miles maximum. Although two-way trails may be
necessary under certain conditions, one-way loop
trails with alternate shorter routes are recommended for safety and economy in construction and
maintenance.

William Hollenbough, "Trails and Signs Design,"
Proceedings of the International Snowmobile Conference,
(Albany New York: Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, May 20-21,
1969), p. 10.
2

Ibid., pp. 14-15.
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2)

Trail tread width should vary with topography and
land characteristics.

Trail widths of 10 feet are

desirable, 6 feet minimum and 15 feet maximum.
Where two-way trails are necessary, the minimum
trail should be 15 feet.
3)

Turning radius should be a minimum of 25 feet.

4)

A height of 10 feet above normal maximum snow
accumulation should be cleared.

Brush should be

removed from the area 2 feet outside the edge of
the trail.
5)

Strict control of trail access points is highly
recommended.

Trails should be routed away from

the areas that will attract undesirable traffic or
uses.
6)

Topography and land characteristics should be varied
to maintain user interest, take advantage of outstanding scenic, historical, natural and educational
features along the trail routes.

Spur routes into

interesting areas are recommended rather than
running the main trail directly to the feature.
7)

Trail maintenance is extremely important to improve
trail usability and enjoyment.

Constant clearing

and rolling or dragging of the trail is needed to
eliminate moguls.

Ideally, heavily used trails

should be rolled immediately after each new
snowfall.
8)

Do not route snowmobile trails over lakes, streams,
or other bodies of water.

If stream crossings are

necessary, provide bridges at least 8 feet wide,
made of material capable of retaining snowcover.
9)

Route trails away from game preserves, winter browse
areas, experimental stations, nurseries, plantations,
and other areas of anticipated conflict.
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Both public and private developers have designed snowmobile
trails in Southern Ontario. The provincial government, in
particular the Department of Natural Resources, has concentrated much of its efforts on the allocation of certain
areas for snowmobile trails. Planning and developing the
trails is the responsibility of the Supervisor of Trails and
Access Points who works for the Department of Natural Resources.
In an interview with Mr. John Featherston, Supervisor of
Trails and Access Points, the author was informed of the
existing and potential trails that the Department of Natural
Resources were responsible for.* There are three large
developed trails that the Department of Natural Resources
advertises, Horseshoe and Tarmigan trails near Coldwater,
which are 18 and 2 0 miles long; and Wilson Lake near Parry
Sound which is 25 miles in length. Natural Resources also
maintain five hundred miles of marked trails; one hundred of
which on agreement forest land and the remaining four hundred
miles are found on crown forest lands. 2
The costs of developing trails is very high. In the initial
year of planning, trails cost $350.00 per mile. The breakdown includes $100.00 per mile for signs which are a necessity,
$100.00 per mile for maintenance and the remainder for the
cost of cutting open a trail through the forests. As of yet
most of these trails are not multi-purpose because of the
high costs in maintenace for the twelve month period.
Not all trail development is concentrated in the public
sector.

Snowmobile clubs in particular are putting great

interview with Mr. John Featherston, Department of
Natural Resources, Queen's Park, Toronto, March, 1971.
2

Ibid., March 1971.
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efforts and money into the planning of trail systems. One
club, the Bracebridge 49'ers for example, have developed an
extensive network of trails around the Port Sydney area of
Muskoka. In the same geographic area, snowmobilers and
interested people in Haliburton County have banned together
to form the Haliburton Snowmobile Association. Their purpose
is to attempt to join the existing snowmobile trails within
the county and form a complete interconnecting trail system.1
Attempts at trail development such as the preceding examples,
definitely are a step in the right direction. If only more
trails could be planned closer to the large urban areas in
order that more snowmobilers could make use of them.
The potential for available lands for trail development is
high in Southern Ontario. As the Department of Natural Resources has shown, many areas can be converted to snowmobile
trails with the proper planning. Abandoned areas such as old
logging roads, or forest firebreaks can be developed into
excellent snowmobile trails, assuming of course that they
are accessible to the snowmobile users. Unplowed roads are
ideal for trails during the winter, and they are normally
accessible to prospective users. Other unused areas such as;
powerlines and pipeline right of ways are possible choices
for development as long as permission is obtained from the
proper authorities. Care would certainly have to be taken
in these areas so as to prevent any possible injuries to
snowmobilers, powerlines or pipelines. Lately, with the
trend of abandonment of railway right-of-ways, trails have
been developed where the railway ties once existed. But
there is no purpose in developing future trails unless the
snowmobile operators prefer them.

interview with Pat Waddell (president of the Association)
at the OFSC convention, Wasaga Beach, April 12, 1971.
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Again it is rather important to note that the theme of the
thesis is that planning of any future snowmobile areas
should be based on the preferences of snowmobilers. The one
stipulation which must be adhered to is that snowmobilers
cannot prefer any site characteristic which he has not previously experienced.
Snowmobiler preferences therefore, are the crucial factors
required in the future planning processes.
4.3

SITE AND FACILITY PREFERENCES OF SNOWMOBILERS AS
RELATED TO PAST EXPERIENCE

It has been the contention of the author throughout the study
that expressed preferences by the snowmobile population provide the best avenue for planning in order to adequately
satisfy future needs. User desires are important since
optimum allocation of resources requires that future snowmobile demand be estimated accurately and quantitatively.
But in order to make any meaningful analysis of user opinions
as to recreational preferences and satisfactions, it is
important to carefully identify the characteristics of the
questionnaire respondent.* The analysis of the respondents
was previously completed and interpreted. The study methodology of user-interviewing by means of a questionnaire to
gain information was successful. The information received
about the preferences of the snowmobile user could have
particular weaknesses. In the first place, a man's interests
and preferences are more often predetermined by his past
experiences and his knowledge of the opportunities that are

Leslie M. Reid, Outdoor Recreation Preferences;
Nationwide Study of User Desires, (Lansing Michigan:
B.J. Press, June 1963), p. TT.

A
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available. He cannot evaluate different physical landscape
characteristics of a snowmobile site or different areas that
he has never experienced. Therefore the preferences of the
snowmobiler were correlated with the past experiences of the
same snowmobiler in an attempt to verify the preferences of
each snowmobiler. In the second place, users are requested
to make choices without having to realize the costs of what
they choose. Their choice or preference might change completely if a price were put on each preference.1
In a previous section, a complete inventory and description
was given on the existing developed snowmoible areas of
Southern Ontario. There is a chance that a serious dichotomy
may exist between the recreational opportunities desired by
users and the facilities and sites provided for use by public
and private recreational agencies. Here lies the justification for investigating snowmobiler user preferences. In the
past, recreational planners or managers have not always
known user preferences for certain site characteristics. The
resultant step has been to plan intuitively which results in;
inadequate supply of desired snowmobile sites and facilities,
and perhaps a provision of unneeded or undesired site characteristics. By seeking relationships between the preferences
of snowmobile users and known types of snowmobile areas and
facilities, it is anticipated that light will be shed on a
method to be used in the future for developing optimum snowmobile sites. The method would consist of the application
of the snowmobile site criteria as derived from the user
preferences.
4.3.1

PREFERENCES FOR PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS

To obtain preferences from snowmobile operators in Southern
^bid. , p. 11.
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Ontario, the questionnaire was designed to include questions
on past experiences and preferences for future snowmobile
areas. The respondents were told that a planned snowmobile
area was to be developed in the future. Next, the question
asked the respondents to indicate what physical landscape
characteristics they would prefer to find at the newly developed snowmobile area. The respondents were offered nine
physical landscape characteristics to choose from. The
characteristics were identical to the characteristics previously included in the past experience questions which the
respondent was required to answer. In this case though, the
snowmobile user was instructed to rank each characteristic
in the order of preference from one to nine (1 to 9 ) , with
one acting as the highest preference. The results from this
question formed a matrix of rankings for all of the landscape
characteristics (see Table 28). In order to determine what
strength the rankings possessed, the Kendall Coefficient of
Concordance,1 was employed. The Kendall Coefficient of
Concordance (W) is used to verify any association among N
factors (characteristics) ranked by K snowmobile users. More
specifically, the Kendall's W test provides a means of
ascertaining the overall agreement among K sets of rankings
of N factors. In the snowmobile study K equals the number
of the snowmobile club members sample (271) and N equals the
number of physical landscape characteristics to be ranked.
The coefficient of concordance is an index of divergence of
the actual agreement shown in the snowmobiler preference
rankings, from the maximum possible perfect agreement. The
coefficient W may have a range between 0 and +1 with zero
(0) indicating a total lack of agreement amongst the K

1

S . Siegel, Nonparametrie Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1956),
p. 230.
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TABLE 28

RANKING MATRIX FOR PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
AS PREFERRED BY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

CHARACTERISTICS

RANK ORDER
4

Open Fields

8

2

8

21

21

55

71

57

23

13

Wooded Trails

90

57

60

33

18

6

3

3

1

Mixture of Fields and
Trails

80

59

47

40

28

9

4

3

1

1

2

8

12

26

74

73

59

16

Rolling Terrain

25

45

31

67

54

26

14

5

4

Mixture of Flat and
Rolling Terrain

64

60

47

37

22

24

10

7

0

Roads

2

6

5

13

5

11

31

60 138

Lakes

2

13

21

18

19

20

36

70

72

Scenic Lookouts

5

20

31

30

44

30

44

41

26

N = 9

K = 271

Flat Terrain

Source:

Questionnaire Data

W = 0.50
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rankings and +1 showing a perfect agreement amongst the
rankings.
The purpose of the thesis was to determine the preferences
of snowmobilers in Southern Ontario for certain landscape,
vegetative and man-made characteristics located at a snowmobile site. In order that the preferences can be included
in the planning framework for future areas, they must be
proven significant and they must be shown to possess a
certain amount of agreement between all snowmobilers.
In an attempt to determine whether there was any agreement
among the physical landscape characteristic preferences, a
null hypothesis was set up.
Null Hypothesis:
The rankings of the snowmobile club members concerning
their preferences for various physical landscape
characteristics are not related and do not exhibit a
similar pattern of ranking.
The information used for the preference rankings was punched
onto computer cards and fed through the computer for ease of
handling and a saving of time. The resulting printout
showed a Kendall Coefficient of Concordance (W) of 0.50
which indicates partial agreement amongst the 271 sets of
rankings. Hereafter the agreement amongst the preference
rankings for physical landscape characteristics will be
expressed by; W=.50.
To further determine the validity of the rankings, the author
tested the significance of the derived value of W. The
expression X^ = K(N-l) W is approximately distributed as a
Chi Square. That is, the probability associated with the
occurrence under the hypothesis (H0) of any value as large
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as an observed W may be determined by finding Xz by this
formula and then determining the probability associated
with so large a value of X 2 by referring to the Chi Square
table.
Observe that; X 2 = K (N-l) W
= 271 (9-1) .50
= 271 (4)
= 1084.0
2
X = table value at 8 degrees of freedom (df)
equals 26.125 at the .001 significance
level.
The value of X* as computed exceeds the table value for the
.001 significance level at eight degrees of freedom, thus
the null hypothesis that the K rankings are unrelated must
be rejected. Therefore the agreement of rankings among the
271 club members is higher than it would be by chance. Also,
the value of W may be interpreted as meaning that the snowmobilers have applied essentially the same standard in ranking the nine characteristics under study.
By investigating the rankings more closely, a definite preference pattern emerges. Snowmobilers appear to prefer
wooded trails, a mixture of open fields and trails with an
emphasis on trails, and a mixture of flat and rolling terrain
with particular emphasis on rolling terrain. The method of
determining the patterns was to observe and calculate the
frequency of occurrences within the top three rankings which
represented the most preferred characteristics. The characteristic that snowmobilers do not want to see at developed
snowmobile areas is roads, followed by a dislike for lakes
and flat terrain. Ironically, snowmobilers dislike such
characteristics as lakes and roads, and yet more snowmobile
fatalities occur on these types of areas than any other
places. A lack of preference for flat terrain illustrates
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the snowmobiler's desire to snowmobile on changing topography
such as rolling terrain. The remaining three characteristics
were not strongly preferred or disliked so no conclusions
were drawn up on the three characteristics; open fields,
scenic views and rolling terrain.
The importance of the preferences shown by the snowmobilers
depends on the experience of the snowmobiler's themselves
regarding the respective characteristics that they preferred.
With the exception of lakes and scenic views, over ninety
(90%) percent of the respondents have experienced the
characteristics which they ranked. But only about eightythree (83.8%) percent have experienced lakes and of the respondents who ranked scenic views, only about fifty-eight
(58.7%) percent have ever been at a snowmobile area with a
scenic view. The results obtained by cross-checking preferences with past experience show that the three most strongly
preferred landscape characteristics are also three of the
most frequently experienced characteristics. Approximately
ninety-eight (98.9%) percent of club members have experienced wooded trails. Therefore the high degree of past
experience for the selected landscape characteristics further
supports the preferences of the snowmobilers. The implications from the snowmobiler preferences on landscape characteristics should be used by park planners or private managers
who plan snowmobile areas. Snowmobilers want a mixture of
many characteristics thereby showing their preference for
variety. Consequently, if areas are to be provided for ,
which include the preferred characteristics, a rather extensive inventory of available recreational land needs to be
initiated.
The preferences for vegetative and man-made characteristics
were determined and verified in the same manner as the
physical landscape characteristics were manipulated.
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4.3.2

PREFERENCES FOR VEGETATIVE CHARACTERISTICS

Vegetation as a physical characteristic found at snowmobile
sites, was more difficult to isolate and describe than
physical landscape characteristics. The author wanted three
different types of information. First of all, the questionnaire was designed to determine if snowmobile operators preferred one type of vegetation over another type. The author
explained on the questionnaire what was meant by deciduous
and coniferous vegetation. Deciduous was described as a
type of vegetation or trees that lose their leaves in the
winter season. Whereas coniferous vegetation was explained
as being trees or evergreens with needles. Secondly, the
author wanted to ascertain what density of vegetation the
snowmobile operators preferred.
The type of vegetation drastically affects the amount of
snow which reaches the ground. Coniferous forests catch
most of the snow in their boughs whereas deciduous vegetation
allows the snow to accumulate on the ground. Deciduous trees
also allow sunlight to reach the ground allowing for longer
light hours in the woods and also it causes the snow to melt
quickly. Hence, the number of days with snowcover on the
ground should be larger within a coniferous forest.
Knowledge of the density of vegetation allows the snowmobile
user to determine if accessibility to an area is hampered by
a dense forest. The questionnaire handled the density aspect
very generally by allowing the respondents to choose either
dense or sparse vegetation. Consequently, the questionnaire
respondents were given the opportunities of choosing a type
of vegetation associated with an aspect of density.
The third aspect of vegetation that was included in the
questionnaire was that of size of vegetation.

One type of
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vegetation which was included was shrubs. Shrubs were described as small evergreens. Therefore snowmobilers had the
alternatives of choosing .various types of vegetation, with
different densities of growth and being of dissimilar size.
The preferences of snowmobilers for particular vegetative
characteristics were handled very similar to those of the
physical landscape traits. The club members were asked
what types of vegetation they would prefer to find within a
planned snowmobile area. Of the seven different characteristics, the respondents were asked to rank each trait, with
their strongest preference being ranked number one. By
putting the vegetative characteristics into the computer the
results were shown in a matrix of rankings (see Table 29).
As previously mentioned, the Kendall Coefficient of Concordance was applied to the resulting data matrix. In the case
of vegetative characteristics, there were only seven (7)
factors (N) being ranked by two hundred and seventy-one (271)
snowmobile users (K). The Kendall's W test provides a means
of ascertaining the overall agreement among two hundred and
seventy-one (271) sets of rankings of seven (7) vegetative
characteristics.
The null hypothesis was set up stating that:
Null Hypothesis:
The rankings of the snowmobile club members concerning
their preferences for various vegetative characteristics are not related and do not exhibit a similar
pattern of ranking.
The data yielded a Kendall Coefficient of Concordance (W) of
0.15 which indicates very little agreement amongst the various
sets of rankings. In other words, snowmobilers do not agree
on their preferences for certain types of vegetation.
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TABLE 29
RANKING MATRIX FOR VEGETATIVE CHARACTERISTICS
AS PREFERRED BY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

CHARACTERISTICS

RANK ORDER
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Dense deciduous

22

35

33

41

52

58

30

Dense coniferous

48

34

29

31

45

54

30

Sparse deciduous

20

41

54

41

55

38

22

Sparse coniferous

32

69

43

38

35

51

3

Dense mixture of
deciduous and coniferous

59

38

31

41

46

34

22

Sparse mixture of
deciduous and coniferous

81

40

53

43

20

30

4

9

15

27

35

18

7

160

Shrubs (small evergreens)

N = 7

Source:

K = 271

Questionnaire Data

W = 0.15
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The presence of a low value for W still necessitates the
testing of the significance of the derived value. The
expression
X 2 = K (N-l) W
represents the probability associated with the occurrence
under the hypothesis (H.) of any value as large as 0.15
being attributed to more than chance alone. Having computed
X , then reference was made to the Chi Square table. By
calculation;
X 2 = K (N-l) W
= 271 (6) .15
= 243.9
X 2 = table value at 6 degrees of freedom equals 22.457
at the .001 significance level.
Consequently, the value of X 2 as computed exceeds the table
value for the .001 significance level at six degrees of
freedom, thus the null hypothesis that the K rankings are
unrelated must be rejected. The low value of W though,
indicates a very poor agreement of preference rankings which
is significant for the snowmobile study. The results indicate
possibly a number of ideas to think about. Snowmobilers perhaps would prefer any type of vegetation as long as their
maneuverability is not impaired. Or perhaps snowmobilers do
not perceive types of vegetation patterns within the area
which they use most often. But by referring back to their
past experience, club members indicated a wide range of
experience of vegetation. Most snowmobilers noticed such
items as; coniferous trees and deciduous trees most frequently.
Therefore that fact that their preferences are so different
may reflect different types of predominant vegetation throughout areas of Southern Ontario. The most important finding
was that club members do not like small shrubs growing in an
area which is used by snowmobilers. The only appearance of
a strong preference seems to be for a sparse mixture of
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deciduous and coniferous trees. The location of such a mixture of vegetation would very definitely be in Southern
Ontario amongst the Boreal forest areas. Very little else
can be concluded from the preferences on vegetation due to
the even distribution of the preference rankings.
Vegetation then, does not appear to hold the same level of
importance as the other characteristics necessary for the
development of snowmobile areas. There are other physical
features which are more strongly preferred by snowmobile
users. What remains to be included into the total snowmobile area is the addition of man-made facilities.
4.3.3

PREFERENCES FOR MAN-MADE FACILITIES

The snowmobiler who wants to go out into the rural areas and
get away from congested, highly technical urban life, may not
desire elaborate facilities at a snowmobile area. Other
snowmobilers may want certain conveniences located at the
snowmobile site. No matter what the preferences are, the
fact remains that the establishment of man-made facilities
are expensive. Most snowmobile clubs have a clubhouse or a
building which they use as their headquarters for meetings
and for getting warm during the cold winter's nights. A
clubhouse then, serves many purposes as would any heated
building located at a snowmobile site.
The author asked the respondents to rank the man-made facilities which they would prefer to be located at the snowmobile
area which they would use. Once again, the highest preference was to receive a ranking of one and there were nine
factors to be ranked. All characteristics were found at
various snowmobile areas in North America so that each
characteristic may have been experienced by the snowmobiler
population already. As in the case of the landscape traits,
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the respondents had previously indicated whether they had
experienced each of the man-made characteristics or not.
The results of the preference rankings for the man-made
characteristics are shown in Table 30. As in the previous
two preference rankings, the Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance was applied to the man-made characteristics rankings. The coefficient W is an index of divergence of the
actual agreement shown in the snowmobilers preference rankings from the maximum perfect agreement which could have a
value as high as +1. Regardless of the degree of agreement
amongst the snowmobilers, the results have to be tested for
significance.
Null Hypothesis:
The rankings of the snowmobile club members concerning
their preferences for certain man-made characteristics
are not related and do not exhibit a similar pattern
of ranking.
The outcome showed a coefficient of concordance of 0.22
which indicated very little agreement between the preferences
of club member snowmobilers for man-made facilities.
The equation used to test the significance of the coefficient
of 0.22 is;
X 2 = K (N-l) W
which is distributed as a Chi Square. As such it proves the
probability associated with the occurrence under the hypothesis (H0)of any value as large as X 2 being caused by anything other than chance alone.
X 2 = K (N-l) W
= 271 (8) .22
= 482.08
2
X table value at 8 degrees of freedom (df) equals
26.125 at the .001 significance level.
The calculated value of X 2 exceeds the table value for the

Therefore;
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TABLE 30
RANKING MATRIX FOR MAN-MADE CHARACTERISTICS
AS PREFERRED BY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

CHARACTERISTICS

RANK ORDER
1

2

7

8

9

Snack Bar

20

24

41

40

47

35

30

22

12

Parking Lot

29

34

24

23

27

36

24

27

47

Restrooms

42

51

55

50

28

19

16

8

2

First Aid Station

21

17

25

38

36

35

47

29

23

Fuel and Service Depot

18

37

43

33

43

35

39

18

5

6

7

7

13

14

35

33

72

84

5

20

31

24

27

31

43

44

46
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38

20

33

23

13

14

8

2

10

42

26

17

26

32

25

43

50

Motel Lodging

3

4

5

6

Picnic and Camping
Facilities
Groomed and Marked Trails
Warming Huts on the Trails
N = 9

Source:

Questionnaire Data

K = 271

W = 0.22
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.001 significance level at eight degrees of freedom, thus
the null hypothesis that the K rankings are unrelated must
be rejected. Therefore the agreement of rankings among the
271 club members is higher than it would be by chance alone.
Hence, the W value is significant even though it reflects a
low degree of agreement between the preferences of the
respondents.
However, preference patterns were still apparent after
totalling the number of occurrences within the three highest
ranking categories. The most preferred man-made characteristic was groomed and marked trails. Previously, the snowmobilers strongly preferred wooded trails as a physical
landscape characteristic. It is not surprising that these
same trails are preferred as a man-made facility as long as
they are marked and groomed. The constant maintenance of
trails at snowmobile areas will definitely increase the
overall costs of operation which will have to be absorbed by
the snowmobile user. But snowmobile trails are very important
as an input for future developed areas.
Past experience records show that more snowmobilers have
experienced marked and groomed trails than any other manmade characteristic which verifies the preferences for such
a characteristic. Other characteristics such as restrooms,
fuel and servicing depots and a parking lot are the strongest
preferred characteristics. In checking the past experiences
of snowmobilers it is evident that the club members have
experienced restrooms and parking lots at a snowmobile area
but only about thirty-six (36.2%) percent have previously
experienced an area having a fuel and servicing depot. By
comparing the percentage of snowmobilers who have experienced marked trails (66.1%), restrooms (62%), and parking
lots (63.1%), it is evident that even though fuel and
servicing is strongly preferred it cannot be seriously
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considered as a preferred characteristic. Preference must
be formed around experience and unfortunately the snowmobiler sample have not experienced fuel and servicing facilities to a great extent.
Of equal importance, is the investigation of various
characteristics which are shown to be very low on the preference rankings. Established snowmobile areas may be offering the characteristics at their site which the snowmobile
user does not prefer. Hence, the demand for that particular
snowmobile site may be less than expected. The revelation
of undesired characteristics will have direct benefits to
managers of snowmobile areas now in existence as well as
developers and planners of future areas. An implication
arising out of this type of investigation seems to show that
further research should be undertaken to determine the snowmobile-user satisfaction of existing snowmobile areas in
Southern Ontario. The satisfaction levels found in a study
on snowmobilers would have direct connections with the
results obtained from snowmobile-user preferences in determining the ideal snowmobile site location and characteristics.
The man-made facilities that were not strongly preferred
were motel lodging, picnic and camping facilities and warming huts on the trails. In fact only about ten (10.7%)
percent of the sample group have ever snowmobiled at an area
that had warming huts. Whereas over thirty-five (35%) percent of the snowmobile operators have been at areas which
had motel lodging and picnic and camping facilities. It was
felt that people might want hotel-motel facilities at a
snowmobile area, similar to many ski resorts in Southern
Ontario. But, apparently the snowmobile operator would
rather commute daily to a snowmobile area or stay at a motel
near to the snowmobile area which he is using. Similarly,
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picnic and camping facilities were included in the preference list simply because winter camping is developing as a
winter recreational activity. Perhaps many snowmobilers
do not yet feel the need of picnic and camping facilities
especially if the snowmobile area has a snack bar. Snack
bars, as a man-made facility, were not strongly preferred
nor strongly disliked by club members. Instead the preferences for snack bars were rather evenly distributed over
all nine rank categories. Depending on the amount of time
spent snowmobiling at the site and also depending on the
distance travelled, snowmobilers may need some sort of food
establishment during their stay which could also house the
restrooms within the same building.
The questionnaire respondents were given an opportunity to
express their preferences for any other man-made characteristics not previously mentioned. Only eleven (11%) percent
of the total sample took advantage of the opportunity to
express their wishes. Of the responses, three man-made
facilities bear mentioning. The snowmobilers requested
more racetracks or high speed trails to be developed at
future areas. Also requested was the,provision of maps
showing all trails and landmarks within the snowmobile site
rentals. Maps are being supplied by more established areas
and they certainly provide an extra measure of safety to
protect visitors from getting lost. Rentals are expensive
to operate and for this reason many snowmobile area
proprietors refuse to operate a rental service for snowmobiles. As for the establishment of a racetrack or high
speed trail, it seems conflicting to include pleasure riding
trails and high speed trails or racetracks in proximity to
one another. Both types of snowmobiling deserve separate
areas to avoid conflicts of use for safety reasons.
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The final aspect of a future developed snowmobile site is
the overall size of the area to be planned and utilized.
The respondents were asked what size they would prefer snowmobile areas in Southern Ontario to be. Unfortunately, a
question was not included with the size of area preferred,
asking the respondents to indicate how much money they were
willing to pay to use an area of their desired size and
containing their desired characteristics. Without inclusion
of a cost for the desired area, the snowmobilers idealistically preferred a developed snowmobile area of three thousand,
five hundred and fifty-five acres (3,555 acres). Very few
areas of this size are in existence as snowmobile areas in
Southern Ontario today. The costs needed to develop an area
of this size certainly restricts the type of ownership
capable of supporting such an endeavor. Hence, the author
contends that the size of area preferred by club members is
very unrealistic under the expected demand for recreational
land in the future.
The preferences of the snowmobile user have now been determined with the intention of incorporating the most desired
preferences into the optimum site criteria. The site
criteria necessitates the combination of; physical landscape,
vegetative and man-made characteristics into a completely
planned and workable site design for future snowmobile areas.
But prior to the formulation of the site criteria, the
relationship between the snowmobilers and the sites and
facilities has to be described and analyzed in terms of the
activity of snowmobiling.
4.4

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of existing snowmobile sites revealed that the
most prevalent physical landscape characteristic found on
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site was rolling, wooded land. Of the man-made facilities
located at each established snowmobile site the most frequently found were; marked trails and a fuel depot. Snowmobile trails are becoming a prominant way to accommodate
large numbers of snowmobiles in an area but the costs of
trail development as well as the cost of securing the large
amounts of land necessary for trails are somewhat restrictive. One way of spreading the costs over a greater length
of time is to design the snowmobile trails for multiple use
so that they can be used all year round by hikers, minibikes and horseback riders.
The preferences of the snowmobilers indicated that wooded
trails with a mixture of open fields, along with a mixture
of flat and rolling land should be included in the optimum
snowmobile site. By correlating past experiences of the
snowmobilers with their preferences, the results were that
the snowmobilers strongly preferred those physical characteristics which they had most frequently experienced. More
important was the fact that the questionnaire respondents
showed agreement amongst their preferences for physical
characteristics whereas no agreement was shown in the rankings for vegetative characteristics. The lack of agreement
amongst the vegetation rankings suggests that snowmobilers
either do not perceive vegetation patterns or they prefer
any type of vegetation as long as it does not restrict their
maneuverability. One dislike was clearly indicated by the
respondents. That was a dislike for small shrubs growing
on a snowmobile area.
The rankings for man-made facilities also showed very little
agreement amongst the preferences of the snowmobilers. The
most preferred man-made facility was groomed and marked
trails which follows the strong preference shown for wooded
trails. The results indicate the importance of snowmobile
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trails as an input for future developed areas. The weak
agreement amongst snowmobiler preferences for man-made
characteristics might stem from the fact that few snowmobilers
have experienced man-made facilities. Perhaps as snowmobilers
become more experienced or man-made facilities become more
widespread, the preferences for certain facilities may
become stronger.
The questionnaire respondents indicated that they are not
satisfied with the size of existing snowmobile areas and as
such they would prefer areas to be over three thousand acres.
Unfortunately no costs for development were included, because
they were not within the scope of this study.

CHAPTER V

SNQWBILING:

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

THE USERS AND THE FACILITIES

5.1

THE INTERACTION BETV7EEN SNOWMOBILERS AND SNOWMOBILE
SITES EXPRESSED AS A SUPPLY AND DEMAND RELATIONSHIP

To this point the system of snowmobiling has been described
in terms of the participants, the sites and facilities which
the snowmobilers use for their enjoyment. The final component of the system, the activity, needs to be included in the
study in an attempt to show the system as being complete.
The activity of snowmobiling is the fulcrum from which all
other relationships in the snowmobiling system can exist.
The relationship that exists between the snowmobile user and
the snowmobile sites and facilities can be expressed in terms
of a demand and supply relationship. In outdoor recreation,
a recreation participant needs or demands facilities to use
for the particular activity. In the case of a snowmobiler,
the demand exists as a need for certain areas, varying in
physical character which can be used for snowmobiling. The
only thing that can satisfy the demand is a snowmobile site.
Therefore the sites and facilities represent the supply side
of the particular situation.
5.2

SNOWMOBILING AS AN OUTDOOR RECREATION ACTIVITY

Recreational activities are enjoyed partially because of the
social interaction involved in the participation of such
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activities. Snowmobiling is no different than any other
recreational activity in this respect. Whether snowmobilers
use their machines at the cottage or on public property
within their own urban region, there is a possiblity that
social interaction of some extent will occur. The author
hypothesized prior to sending out the questionnaires that
there would be a great incidence of social interaction
among snowmobile club members as shown by their preference
to snowmobile in groups of more than two snowmobiles.
Specifically, it was felt that club members would snowmobile
in a group of two or more snowmobiles. The reasoning is based
on the idea that clubs are excellent media for social interaction. The sample population were asked if they most frequently snowmobiled alone or in a group of more than two
snowmobiles. The responses verified the hypothesis of the
author (see Table 31).
TABLE 31
SIZE OF SNOWMOBILING GROUPS
CLUB

PERCENTAGE

Alone (1 or 2 snowmobiles)

32

12

More than two snowmobiles

239

88

TOTAL
Source:

271

100

Questionnaire Data

Club members definitely desire to snowmobile in a group of
more than two snowmobiles. Eighty-eight (88%) percent indicated that they snowmobile in a group of this size. Possibly
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they travel in snowmobile safaris. Snowmobile clubs today
have been known to organize weekend outings or safaris
which involve as many members as are willing to attend. A
user pattern is set up which places a definite demand on the
snowmobile area used by the large groups. There is a possibility that areas used by large groups such as snowmobile
clubs differ in their physical characteristics and size
from those used by the snowmobiler who wishes to snowmobile
alone.
There remains one more aspect of the activity of snowmobiling
that needs to be investigated. The actual amount of participation by snowmobilers needs to be compiled. The respondents were requested to indicate how many days they would
snowmobile during the winter of 1970-71. Since the questionnaire was not sent out until late February, snowmobilers
would have almost completed their snowmobiling season. Therefore the number of days that they listed should be very
accurate and not merely a projection based on past winters.
By using the number of days that each respondent snowmobiled
during the winter season, the author intended this data to
be a demonstration of participation in the activity of snowmobiling. In a following section of the present chapter,
participation will be correlated with socio-economic characteristics of snowmobilers in an attempt to isolate those
factors which affect participation rates. Constant reference to Figures 6 and 7 should also be made. The amount of
snowfall present on the ground definitely has an affect on
the participation of snowmobilers. Similarly, the number
of days with one or more inches of snow on the ground definitely has an influence on the number of days available for
snowmobiling. Consequently, there are various factors,
both physical and socio-economic, that influence the frequency that people participate in snowmobiling.
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The results of the questionnaire showed that club member
snowmobilers in the study area participated in forty-four
(44.3) days during the winter of 1970-71. To verify the
participation rates, the author referred to the results
obtained by the Klopchic study (see Table 3 2) which found
that snowmobilers used their machines for 41.9 days. The
government study showed that the highest incidence of days
used for snowmobiling was in the 21-40 days category which
included thirty-five (35%) percent of the total snowmobile
respondents. About fifty-five (55.5%) percent of the snowmobilers of Ontario snowmobiled between 21-60 days during
1969-70. Whereas in the Southern Ontario study, the questionnaire results showed that about sixty-eight (68.2%) percent
of the snowmobilers used their machines between 21-60 days.
Again, a Chi-Square test was applied to determine whether
there was any significant difference between the number of
days snowmobiled by club members and the respondents of the
Klopchic study (see Table 33). The null hypothesis that was
tested was that there is no significant difference in the
number of days that club members snowmobile as compared to
the number of days that the respondents of the Klopchic
study snowmobile. The calculated X 2 value is 12.4. Whereas
the table value for Chi-Square at the decimal zero five (.05)
level of significance and five degrees of freedom is 11.07.
Therefore since the calculated value is larger than the table
value then something other than chance is involved and the
null hypothesis has to be rejected. Consequently, a significant difference does exist between the number of days that
snowmobile club members snowmobile and the number of days
that the respondents of the Klopchic study snowmobile.
Even more significant for the planning of future snowmobile
areas, is the understanding of the exact times at which
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TABLE 32

INCIDENCE OF TOTAL SNOWMOBILING DAYS
LISTED BY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

TOTAL
SNOWMOBILING DAYS

Questionnaire
Respondents
Percent

10 days

Klopchic
Study

Percent

3.2

68

12.4

11 - 20

35

12.9

69

12.5

21 - 40

114

42.1

194

35.3

41 - 60

72

26.6

111

20.2

61 - 80

25

9.3

48

8.7

81 days and more

16

5.9

60

10.9

271

100%

550

100%

TOTAL

Average Number of Days of
Snowmobiling

Source:

= 44.3

= 41.9

Questionnaire Data and Peter Klopchic, An Analysis
of Snowmobiling in Ontario - Winter 1969-1970,
(Toronto: Department of Tourism and Information,
Nov. 1971), p. 14.
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TABLE 33

CHI-SQUARE ON THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
SNOWMOBILING DAYS LISTED BY QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS

OBSERVED

EXPECTED

O-E

(O-E) 2

3.2

12.4

-9.2

84.6

12.9

12.5

0.4

0.16

0.1

42.1

35.3

6.8

46.24

1.3

26.6

20.2

6.4

40.96

2.0

9.3

8.7

0.6

0.36

5.9

10.9

-5.0

25.0

(O-E)2/E

6.8

0.04
2.2

X 2 = 12.4
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people participate in snowmobiling. More specifically, the
amount of days used for snowmobiling have been determined
but this data needs to be allocated to the actual days of
usage. The participation rates are of little value to recreation planners unless the distribution of the participation
is designated. This means having information that indicates
when an outdoor recreation area is used intensively, moderately or wholly unused. Extreme peaking of use always
means high costs and over-use of recreational resources.
Depending on the size of the snowmobile area, extreme peaking may cause overcrowding which will result in the lowering
of satisfaction by the snowmobile users. Another adverse
affect is the traffic problems on the highways. Traffic
has a tendency to become congested on the major highways
while people travel to recreational lands on weekends.
Perhaps, with the increased trend of participation in outdoor winter recreation, peaking will occur on weekends. The
result will be traffic congestion on the major highways
leading to the recreational areas within or near Southern
Ontario. The problem of peaking of demand in all outdoor
recreation activities, is one of the most challenging problems facing the planner or manager of outdoor recreation
facilities today.
According to the questionnaire, snowmobilers were asked to
check which days of the week that they usually snowmobiled.
No qualification was stipulated as to the length of time
that the snowmobilers needed to use their machines each day
in order to qualify for this question. Therefore anyone
who drove his snowmobile for only fifteen minutes every
Tuesday, still indicated that Tuesday was a day that was
used for snowmobiling.
The overall distribution of days of snowmobile use show
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definite peak use periods (see Table 34 and Figure 18). The
entire study sample showed a strong weekend snowmobile-use
pattern. The sample population indicated that about fortyfour (44.3) days were spent snowmobiling. Fifty-six (56%)
percent of the total days of snowmobile use occurred during
Saturdays and Sundays. By including Friday into the weekend
statistics the total use of snowmobiles increases to seventy
(70%) percent of the entire weekly use.
TABLE 34
DAILY SNOWMOBILE USE:

DAY

PERCENTAGE
OF
TOTAL USE

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Source:

29
6
7
10
7
14
27

PEAK DEMAND

CLUB MEMBERS
28%
6%
8%
10%
7%
14%
27%

Questionnaire Data

Another important finding is that ten (10%) percent of the
snowmobile operators go out on their machines on Wednesday.
Possibly, people go snowmobiling on Wednesday because it is
the halfway point between weekends and they feel that they
cannot wait until the following weekend or holiday.
Different patterns of use will evolve depending on where the
snowmobiler lives. If the snowmobiler lives adjacent to
accessible land, then he is able to leave from his backyard
every day if he so desires. On the other hand, the urban
dweller is faced with the situation of transporting his snowmobile out of the city to a suitable snowmobile area. This
procedure involves great amounts of energy and time resulting
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in less overall participation. The results will bear this
out in a further section of this chapter. Club members,
whether urban or rural residents, usually have club facilities and land nearby. Therefore they should be able to
snowmobile more often throughout the week. Club members
spend thirty-one (31%) percent of their snowmobile time
during the weekdays of Monday to Thursday.
Whatever the causes are of peaking of demand for snowmobile
areas, it is the development of remedial measures that
assumes greater importance. Obviously the simplest solution
is to develop use of snowmobile areas at off-peak times.
Clawson and Knetsch offered some solutions to the problem
of peak-time use. 1 Their first solution was to establish
differential charges to enter commercial recreation sites.
Therefore relatively high entrance fees would be charged at
popular times of high intensity use and lower fees at other
times of the week. Ideally this manoeuver would evenly distribute the demand for snowmobile areas over the entire week.
But peaking is also related to the occurrence of available
leisure time. Therefore people who normally are out of work
every Saturday and Sunday are naturally goinq to participate
in snowmobiling during these leisure periods. It would be
rather difficult to persuade them to do otherwise.
Another way to reduce peak-time use is to promote a developed
area that does not experience the level of use that some areas
experience. It was found that while some snowmobile areas
immediately north of Toronto were crowded on weekends, other
areas in the same vicinity were virtually free of snowmobiles.
For example, crown forest lands are normally not advertised

Clawson and Knetsch, Economics of Outdoor Recreation,
pp. 170-3.
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as available for snowmobile use and yet most can be used for
this winter recreational activity. Consequently, the crown
land areas were observed to experience a very low frequency
of use by snowmobilers. Ironically, many crown forests are
located close to large urban areas of Southern Ontario.
They normally are expansive plots of land with sufficient
road allowances throughout, allowing for safe snowmobile
travel amongst the trees.
Now that the complete snowmobiling system; the user, the
facilities and the activity have been analyzed, each will
be included in the derivation of a set of snowmobile site
criteria.

CHAPTER VI

SNOMILE

SITE CRITERIA:

DERIVATION . W APPLICATION

The thesis has been successful in determining a number of
necessary factors associated with the activity of snowmobiling. Three objectives of the study have been fulfilled.
They were; to determine the use patterns of snowmobiles
within Southern Ontario; to determine the socio-economic
characteristics of the snowmobile user; and to determine the
preferences of snowmobilers for certain landscape characteristics and man-made facilities within snowmobile areas.
Therefore only one objective still remains to be realized.
That is, the formulation of basic snowmobile site criteria
to be used for the development of future snowmobile sites
and facilities. The site criteria components are the results
obtained when the previous three objectives were achieved.
The analysis of the entire snowmobiling system indicates the
degree of interaction or participation between the snowmobile users and the existing facilities. Participation
which reflects demand for certain resources, has been
analyzed and the results may affect the location of future
snowmobile areas. Preferences have been considered the
nucleus of the thesis since the major contention was that
future snowmobile areas must fulfill the wants and desires
of the snowmobile operator.
What remains uncompleted then, is the assimilation of the
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various preferences and patterns of today's snowmobile users
to form a useful set of snowmobile site criteria. The
criteria will then be applied to existing and potential snowmobile areas within Southern Ontario. The purpose of the
application of the derived site criteria is to establish
the range of use of the criteria, thereby evaluating the
methodology used in the study.
Upon the determination of the degree of success of the site
criteria, it is presumed that the set of criteria will be
utilized by park planners, prospective private developers
and resource managers to evaluate future snowmobile sites.
Furthermore, the exact purpose of the snowmobile site
criteria is to aid in the location of the optimum snowmobile
area in Southern Ontario. Therefore the derived criteria
is basically descriptive in that it combines various site
characteristic preferences into a suitable site location
for Southern Ontario.
6.1

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SITE

In the decision-making process for developing any area, the
initial criteria to be considered should be the basic physical characteristics of the area itself. The most significant physical characteristics are:
(a)

Climate: The key factor of climate, is the
aspect of sufficient snowfall to support snowmobiling. As was previously determined, trails
should not be developed in any area which experiences less than one hundred (100) days of one or
more inches of snow on the ground. By referring
to Figure 7, the areas of 10 0 snowdays are delimited as any part of the region north of a line
joining Goderich and Toronto and every area north
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of Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River.
Associated with the boundary of the 100 days of
snow is the boundary for sixty inches (60) of
snow per year as shown in Figure 6. A snowmobile
operation needs at least 60 inches of snow per
year as well as at least 100 days of one inch or
more of snow on the ground. In order for snowmobilers to receive maximum satisfaction from
any area, there must be sufficient snow on the
ground at all times, thereby necessitating the
location of a developed area within the snowbelt
regions.
Size: Acreage of any future area will vary depending on the proposed type of design of the site. If
trails are designed then the area needed for development will be quite extensive compared to an area
designed for open-area snowmobiling. The size of
any future snowmobile area will also be controlled
by the value of surrounding land. It would be
difficult to justify buying prime rural land for
the sole use of snowmobilers, simply because of
the costs involved.
The average size of snowmobile areas now in existence in Southern Ontario is two hundred and eightyfour (284) acres. But club member snowmobilers
indicated their preference for developed areas as
large as three thousand five hundred and fiftyfive (3555) acres. Once again, there were no
costs attached to the size of any future developed
areas. Perhaps if the respondents were told of
the costs involved per acre for development, they
may have chosen smaller areas. Obviously they
want areas to be larger than those that are in
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existence today. Therefore the author has
suggested that future areas be at least five
hundred (500) acres in size and that there is
sufficient developable land available for extension of the snowmobile site at a later date.
The reason for choosing 500 acres was determined
by the fact that the questionnaire respondents
wanted areas considerably larger than the average
size (284 acres) of existing sites. Therefore
any area with approximately 500 acres should be
sufficient. This may involve the purchase of
adjacent land to the snowmobile site for further
expansion.
Woodlot: The snowmobiler sample strongly indicated
a preference for wooded trails. Consequently, any
developed area should include a forested section
which would allow the development of trails
through the woods. In fact the respondents also
preferred a mixture of open fields and woodlands
suggesting that they want a variety of landscape.
Hence an area should be chosen that combines open
fields, free of obstructions, with a forested,
adjoining area which can be used for trailriding.
Vegetation Cover: Club member snowmobilers
showed a preference for a sparse mixture of
deciduous and coniferous trees. Therefore the
woodlot mentioned above should be comprised of a
mixture of deciduous and coniferous, which should
be sufficiently spaced apart to allow easy access
through the woods. According to the preferences
of the respondents no shrubs should be located
at any area used by snowmobilers. Consequently
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the area chosen for development will have to be
a mature forested area with no recent reforested
areas located on the site.
Topography: The questionnaire respondents
strongly preferred a variable type of terrain.
The result was that a mixture of flat and rolling
land was most desirable with a stronger preference
levied on rolling terrain. Flat terrain, although
more easily maintained, detracts from the challenge
of snowmobiling and is less aesthetically pleasing.
Flat terrain alone, was strongly disliked by the
snowmobilers as was lakes and roads. Therefore
areas which possess these characteristics should
not expect to experience great demands for their
snowmobile sites and facilities.
Proximity to Snowmobile Operators; Any area which
is to be developed in the future should initially
include a study of the user potential for the site.
A further study of Figure 6 shows that the largest
proportion of snowmobilers are located along the
shores of the Great Lakes of Southern Ontario.
Therefore future snowmobile areas should be within
one hundred and fifty miles (150) of the snowmobiler population in order to insure that all
potential users can travel to the snowmobile site
within three (3) hours by automobile. The
potential success of any site will deteriorate
as the distance between user and facility increases.
In Chapter III the patterns of snowmobilers
showed a strong peaking of snowmobile use on weekends and on Wednesdays. To accommodate the snowmobile operators throughout the week, any future
areas need to be located in close proximity to the
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demand or the snowmobile users.
(g) Access: Road conditions in Ontario during the
winter months tend to be rather unreliable.
Hence, immediate access to a snowmobile site is
necessary on a paved road that will be plowed
throughout the winter season. Also, primary
highways should lead potential users to the proximity of the developed area. Snowmobilers will
prefer to use an area that is easily accessible
from this permanent place of residence. Therefore any area which is reached by at least one
major paved highway stands a better chance of
success than an area serviced by only a secondary
road.
(h)

6.2

Surrounding Land-Use; Since snowmobilers have
been criticized for the noise they produced, it
would be wise planning to locate any future areas
adjacent to compatible areas such as; rural areas,
logging operations, gravel pits or vacant farm
lands. The absence of residents in the area
would be preferred so as to avoid any conflicts
of use of the land as well as allow the snowmobile
user to feel alone.

MAN-MADE FACILITIES

Once the physical characteristics of a particular site have
been investigated and evaluated, then a decision will be
made as to whether the designated site will be developed.
If an area is chosen the next aspect of the decision-making
process is the inclusion of man-made facilities on the site.
Facilities are a tremendous capital investment and as such
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need to be carefully planned with the preferences of snowmobile users foremost in mind.

The man-made characteristics

of a snowmobile site should be designed to blend in with
the natural surroundings so as to not detract from the natural
appearance of the area.

The emphasis of development on the

snowmobile site should always be towards the activity of
snowmobiling itself and not towards the construction of as
many buildings as the site will permit.

According to the

snowmobile operators, their preferences for man-made facilities are few but very clearly thought out.
(a)

Groomed and__marked trails: Not only do snowmobilers prefer trails through the woods but it
appears that the trails need to be constantly
maintained. Trails under continual use become
rough and uneven very quickly which necessitates
frequent grading or levelling by special equipment. The entire process will be expensive as it
involves a large labour and machinery input which
have to be paid by the user fees. Groomed and
marked trails are a luxury that the snowmobiler
can only get at a planned and developed snowmobile
site. The marking of trails is time consuming
but it is considered a necessity today for
safety reasons. Special trail markers have been
designed and can be obtained from the OFSC headquarters in Toronto.

(b)

Modern Conveniences; The club member snowmobilers
indicated that they would prefer some man-made
facilities such as restrooms, snack bar and a
parking lot. The size and type of facility that
the developer wishes to construct depends on the
amount of money he wishes to invest. Again, the
snowmobile site can be designed for multiple-use
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purposes year-round. A plan for year-round use
would allow the developer to construct a large
restaurant or snack bar facility including washrooms and change rooms for the snowmobilers. A
parking lot is a necessity and it needs to be
large enough to allow cars with snowmobile trailers
to turn around. The parking lot is the area where
all snowmobiles could be unloaded from the trailers,
Before any plans are made regarding further, manmade features the developer would be advised to
carefully consider the implications of such facilities. According to the preferences of the
snowmobilers they strongly dislike the idea of
developing a motel on the site. Consequently, if
the snowmobile area was to be used year round,
there may arise a conflict of preferences between
the summer users of the area and the winter users
regarding the construction of an accommodation
facility on the site.
The foregoing criteria represent the optimum site model for
snowmobile areas in Southern Ontario (see Table 35 for a
summary of the site location criteria). As such, the model
can be utilized by provincial resource planners who are
setting aside areas of recreational land for potential snowmobile sites or by private developers who are planning to
start a snowmobile area in Southern Ontario. The location
of the future areas is governed by physical constraints and
the criteria also includes man-made facilities which were
preferred by present day snowmobile users. The man-made
characteristics serve only to enhance each site and provide
the needs and desires of the snowmobile user. The criteria
used in the site model, other than the climatic factor, were
determined by the preferences of the snowmobile user. As
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TABLE 35
SITE FACTORS FOR OPTIMUM SNOWMOBILE AREA LOCATION
Minimum of 100 days of 1 inch or more of snowcover as
well as 60 inches of snowfall per year in order to
successfully operate the site.
Size of the area is determined by the exact design of
the area.

If trails are to be developed, then a linear

plot of land is needed thereby encompassing a large area.
At least 500 acres should be used for a snowmobile site
and additional land should be available at the snowmobile
site for future expansion.
Combination of open fields and wooded trails with an
emphasis on trail development.

Trails should be designed

according to the criteria set out in section 4.2.
Vegetation should be sparse in density and contain a
mixture of deciduous and coniferous.
There should be no small shrubs growing at the snowmobile
site.

TABLE 35 (continued)
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The terrain should be variable with predominantly rolling
terrain and a minimum of flat terrain.
Snowmobile trails should not utilize lakes or roads but
should stay on safe predetermined paths.
The snowmobile site should be located as close as
possible to the main snowmobiler population with 150
miles as the maximum distance or the equivalent of three
hours driving time by automobile.
There should be easy access to the site by paved roads
which are plowed throughout the winter.

At least one

primary highway should lead potential users to the site.
Adjacent land-use should be such that it is compatible
with snowmobiling and vice versa.
Snowmobile trails should be groomed and maintained frequently as well as being marked by clearly visible trail
signs.
Such facilities as; snack bar, restrooms and parking lot
should be constructed at the site to furnish necessary
conveniences for the snowmobile user.
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such they do not include any economic value as to the costs
of future development of snowmobile areas. Costs of developing a snowmobile area are going to differ according to
such factors as; specific location of the proposed site,
demand for recreational land, size of area to be developed,
and conflicts of use for areas surrounding the snowmobile
site. The developed site criteria then, encourages the
planning process to focus on user preferences as a major
guideline for development, rather than always relying on an
economic analysis to provide the necessary guidelines.
6.3

CRITERIA APPLICATION TO EXISTING SNOWMOBILE AREAS

The derived criteria has not been tested nor evaluated. To
demonstrate the usefulness of the site criteria, two existing snowmobile sites in Southern Ontario will be applied to
the site criteria and discrepencies, if any exist, will be
explained. The author chose two out of the six areas that
were visited during the months of February and March 1971.
The author observed both areas while they were in operation
therefore knowledge of the areas was a major reason for
their choice in the application to the criteria. The two
areas chosen were: Pineridge Chalet at Hensall, a private
area; and Sibbald Point Provincial Park at Sutton, a public
development.
SITE I:
Pineridge Chalet Snowmobile Trails - Hensall, Ontario.
1.

Climate: Hensall lies within the snowbelt area as delimited by at least 60 inches of snowfall per year and
at least 100 days of one or more inches of snow on the
ground.
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2.

Size: Approximately 1000 developed acres which include
unplowed township roads. Land is available for future
expansion.

3.

Trails: Unplowed roads which are clearly marked comprise most of the trails. Good combination of open
fields and woodlands with a predominance of open fields.

4.

Vegetation: Predominantly deciduous and sparsely distributed. No evidence of shrubs or dense forests.

5.

Topography: The terrain is mostly flat but hilly or
rolling terrain is in existence. The nature of this
area of Ontario is flat terrain.

6.

Proximity to Snowmobilers: Hensall is close to the
western Ontario market from London to Windsor and even
Michigan.

7.

Access: The snowmobile site is reached by two major
highways. It is 2.5 miles from hwy. 4 and only 1 mile
from highway 84.

8.

Adjacent Land-Use: The land surrounding the site is
primarily for rural-use. Very few residents are located
near the site.

9.

Man-Made Facilities: The trails are marked and groomed
daily and the site has a chalet-style snack bar with
restrooms, change rooms and dining facilities. A large
unpaved parking lot is located adjacent to the snack
bar. Overnight accommodation is located two miles away.

Evaluation: Pineridge Chalet snowmobile area needs further
trail development through wooded areas. The only other
shortcomings of the area are caused by lack of rolling
land and a lack of coniferous vegetation. The area draws
. snowmobilers from more southerly areas of Ontario where
snowfall is much less than 60 inches per year as well as
local snowmobilers.
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SITE II:
Sibbald Point Provincial Park - Sutton
1.

Climate: Sutton, on the south shore of Lake Simcoe,
receives approximately 7 5 inches of snow annually as
well as experiencing over 130 days of 1 inch or more
of snowcover. The area has sufficient snowfall for the
operation of a snowmobile site.

2.

Size: The developed area consists of 400 acres with
additional land available for expansion.

3.

Trails: Six and one half (6.5) miles of trails are provided through the park. The trails follow the service
roads that campers use in the summer months and they
travel through open areas and wooded sections.

4.

Vegetation: The vegetative cover is a mixture of deciduous and coniferous. The vegetation is a sparse mixture
which could allow for further trail development through
the woods.

5.

Topography: The terrain is mostly flat with gently rolling areas. Many snowmobilers also drive on Lake Simcoe
which is accessible from the provincial park.

6.

Proximity to Snowmobilers: Sutton is only 35 miles north
of Toronto on Highway 48. Therefore the park is ideally
located close to the snowmobiler market.

7.

Access: Excellent roads leading to the provincial park
help to attract park users throughout the year from
Southern Ontario.

8. Adjacent Land-Use: The land surrounding the site is
mostly vacant, rural land. The woodlands around the
park act as a buffer for any noise caused by the snowmobilers.
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9.

Man-Made Facilities: The trails are sufficiently
marked but not groomed. The author did locate heated
restrooms on the site that were operative during the
winter months. A major shortcoming of the site was that
no facilities were provided for obtaining a meal or refreshments as well as getting inside out of the cold
weather. Also, the parking facilities that were plowed
out, were not sufficiently large enough to handle the
number of visitors with snowmobile trailers. The provincial park also offers winter camping, ice skating and
ice fishing as extra winter activities that can be enjoyed by winter visitors.

Evaluation: Sibbald Point Provincial Park is ideally located
for the operation of a snowmobile area. The park management offers a multiple use program so that the park
is utilized year round. The park should groom the
established trails daily and provide eating facilities
for winter visitors and snowmobilers. Provision of the
two facilities would increase the use of the park during
the winter.
6.4

CRITERIA APPLICATION TO POTENTIAL SNOWMOBILE AREAS

The author chose three undeveloped areas of Southern Ontario
to apply the site criteria to, in an attempt to suggest
potential sites for future snowmobile area development. The
physical characteristics or site factors must exist before
a snowmobile area can be developed. Man-made facilities can
be established at any developed site so therefore only
physical site factors will be considered in the analysis of
potential sites. The criteria for analysis was based on;
the climate, size, vegetation, topography, proximity to
market, access and compatibility of land-use. The three
sites chosen for analysis were; Freelton, Markdale and Rice
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Lake region. Topographical sheets with a scale of 1:25,000
(Freelton) and 1:50,00 0 (Markdale and Rice Lake) were used
initially to observe the topography and vegetative cover of
the three areas. Personal, on site observation by the author
concluded the necessary research for each site.
1.

Freelton

Geographical Co-ordinates: Topographic Sheet, Freelton
40P/8h, 1:25,000. Relative Location; approximately fifteen
(15) miles east of Cambridge (Gait) on Highway 97 and fifteen
(15) miles south of Guelph on Highway 6, just six (6) miles
south of Highway 401 (see Figure 19).
The specific area is bounded by Highway 97 on the south and
the Wellington-Wentworth county line on the north, the West
Flamborough Township and Beverly Township boundary on the
west, and Highway 6 on the east. Observation of the topographical sheet indicates the area has rolling terrain with
various glacial features such as drumlins, being located on
the site. The vegetative cover consists of a mixture of
deciduous and coniferous forest and the area is a combination
of open fields and wooded sections. The climate of the area
is ideal for snowmobiling with an average of sixty (60)
inches of snowfall per year and over one hundred (10 0) days
of one inch or more snowcover on the ground. The potential
site as outlined by a heavy line on the topographical sheet
(Figure 19) could be developed to include approximately three
thousand (3000) acres. The area is located in excellent
proximity to the snowmobiler market of southern Ontario and
it is very accessible by highways 401, 97 and 6. The adjacent
land is known as part of Beverly Swamp with very low, poorly
drained, marshlands which are not suitable for farming. Very
few residents live in area which allows development of the
entire area for snowmobiling. The conclusion is that the

FIGURE 19
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area has high potential for development of a snowmobile site.
2.

Markdale

Geographical Co-ordinates: Topographical Sheet, Markdale
41 A/7 1:50,000. Relative Location: located on Highway
10, 24 miles south of Owen Sound and 85 miles north of
Toronto.
The specific area is located north and east from Markdale as
outlined on the topographical sheet (see Figure 20), and
west of the Niagara Escarpment area near Kimberly. Observation of the topographic sheet shows that the designated area
consists of rolling terrain with very few stretches of open,
flat topography. Vegetation in the area consists of a mixture of deciduous and coniferous forests with very few areas
of reforested shrubs. The area contains a dense concentration
of woodlands with open fields interspersed throughout the
region. The climate is one of the best for snowmobiling.
Over 9 5 inches of snowfall is the average for the Markdale
area during a given year and for at least 120 days of the
year the area has 1 inch or more of snow on the ground. Consequently the length of the snowmobile season is much longer
in the Markdale area than it is in the more southern areas
of Ontario. The potential site as marked on Figure 26 could
be developed to include approximately two thousand (2000)
acres with sufficient adjacent land available for future development. The specific area is located within ninety (9 0)
miles of the majority of the snowmobile market and can be
reached by good paved highways. Adjacent to the potential
site are the ski resorts of the Beaver Valley area which
attract considerable numbers of skiers from Southern Ontario.
The ski areas are accessible to the snowmobile site by car
or snowmobile. But immediately adjoining the potential site

FIGURE 20
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on all four sides is rural land with very few permanent
residents living in the area. In fact, some of the concession roads in the region are not plowed during the winter
months because of the lack of use during the winter. In
conclusion, the area around Markdale possesses high potential
for development as a snowmobile site. The excellent climate
is one of the major factors influencing the decision to
develop the area, as well its proximity to the snowmobile
market.
3.

Rice Lake Region

Geographical Co-ordinates: Topographic Sheet, Rice Lake
31 D/l East, 1:50,000. Relative Location: approximately
twenty (20)miles south-east of Peterborough and just south
of Rice Lake (see Figure 21).
The specific area includes two small villages on its boundaries, Harwood in the west and Fenella to the east. The
exact boundary is outlined on Figure 18. The topography of
the region has been altered by glaciation such that drumlins
are scattered nearby the site location. The terrain is
extremely rolling and the vegetation of mixed forest varies
from light to heavy cover. Marsh areas are found in the low
areas along the south shore of Rice Lake. This area of
Ontario receives approximately 70 inches of snowfall each
year and experiences at least 110 days of one inch or more
of snow on the ground. Again, this is another area climatically suitable for snowmobiling. The potential area marked
on Figure 21 could possibly include as much as 40 00 acres if
the entire area was developed. Similar to the other selected
locations, the Rice Lake Region is ideally situated only 75
miles from metro Toronto and therefore close to the majority
of snowmobilers. The major drawback to the area is the
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incidence of cottages and other permanent residences in the
vicinity. For this reason, the site cannot be developed
near the selected location but most other site criteria
appear to be rather favourable for the snowmobile site development. As a result the author suggests that further research could locate suitable areas within the Rice Lake or
Kawartha Lakes region. These areas would not conflict with
other land-uses or recreational uses such as cottages or
permanent residences. Therefore this specific area is rejected as a possible snowmobile site mainly due to the
possible land-use conflicts.
The application of the site criteria has indicated two particular areas of Southern Ontario that have the necessary
physical potential for future development of a snowmobile
site. The third area was not suitable due to potential landuse conflicts. The criteria does not, though, include all
the necessary factors to be considered in the decision-making
process. The factors included in the site criteria are
strongly influenced by the preferences of the snowmobile
users. Factors such as these are needed in the planning
process so that proper facilities and sites will be chosen
in the future development of snowmobile sites, thereby
meeting the demands of the snowmobile user.

CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The snowmobile study was initially started in response to
the situation whereby the number of snowmobiles in Southern
Ontario were increasing each year. At the same time, however,
accustions were also increasing against the snowmobile sport.
These accusations have stated that some snowmobilers were
operating their machines illegally and carelessly on private
property, causing willful damage and generally bothering the
residents of various urban areas with their noise. In response to this type of criticism the author has proposed that
expansive planned snowmobile sites should be developed to
attract mainly urban snowmobilers who normally might use
highways or private property to participate in their winter
sport of snowmobiling. Whether the proposed sites are operated by private or public funds is not all that important.
The overriding important factor is that the future snowmobile
areas are carefully planned so as to offer the site characteristics that the snowmobilers desire and also to be
located in proximity to the snowmobiler's place of residence.
The central focus of the study was to formulate a precise
set of criteria to be utilized for snowmobile site planning.
The site criteria was based on the preferences of the snowmobilers who answered a questionnaire regarding their past
experiences and preferences for snowmobiling. The author
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has proposed that planning of recreational sites should involve more potential-user preference studies as an input to
the decision-making process rather than totally relying on
economic factors or pure physical site factors in determining the final plan.
The resulting preferences
this study indicated that
enclosed areas as long as
of topography, vegetation
7.1

of snowmobilers as obtained in
they would snowmobile at large
the areas possessed certain types
and man-made facilities.

EVALUATION OF THE DERIVED CRITERIA

The snowmobile site criteria that was developed from the
study was expected to be utilized as a guide for snowmobile
area planners or owners in order that they might successfully
select and plan a potential area. The set of criteria was
based on the preferences of the questionnaire respondent's
and as such, it may not be all inclusive of the factors or
criteria needed in snowmobile recreation area. But certainly
each prospective owner or manager of an area can include
other factors or they can decide to weigh each of the derived
criteria according to their own preferences. Therefore each
criteria is expected to be put into a priority ranking by a
prospective developer of a new snowmobile area. Certain
criteria such as the proper climate and overall size of an
area are necessary for any future site considerations.
The derived site criteria derived in the study satisfied
four objectives which were to: study snowmobile-user behavior patterns; investigate the socio-economic characteristics
of the snowmobiler population; determine snowmobiler's preferences for landscape, vegetative and man-made site characteristics; and, arrive at a set of snowmobile site criteria.
The site criteria has combined physical and human-constructed
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site factors into a pragmatic aid for planning an interesting
area for recreational snowmobiling enthusiasts.
Since the site criteria was strongly affected by the preferences of snowmobilers, it should be pointed out that only
those preferences of individuals who had experienced the
various site characteristics were accepted. The reason behind this stipulation was that people cannot prefer something
that they have never experienced. Thus, if a snowmobiler
had experienced a certain criteria that he did list as a
strong preference, then the preference could be expected to
be accurate and honest. As such, the author accepted all
preferences as being strong indications of necessary site
criteria required in a future snowmobile area. Further
evaluation of the site criteria is expected to come from the
continual utilization of the criteria and the necessary modification as it is being applied to various areas. The set
of site criteria have been successfully applied to two developed snowmobile areas and three undeveloped areas in this
study, however, actual empirical studies are necessary to
test the usefulness of the site criteria.
7.2

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

An integral part of any study is to analyze the data. Now
that the questionnaire data and preferences have been analyzed the following recommendations can be directed at
future managers and owners of snowmobile sites.
1.

Snowmobile users have shown strong preferences for
wooded trails that are well groomed and marked. Trails
development, and their maintainance, require a large
investment of money on behalf of the site owner.

2.

Climate is the initial controlling factor in any decision
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to plan a snowmobile area. An area requires at least
60 inches of snowfall per year and a minimum of 10 0
days of one or more inches of snow on the ground to
make it a feasible operation for both the owner and the
snowmobiler. It is economically necessary for the site
operation to have a lengthy season.
Future developers will have to be very selective in their
choice of suitable snowmobile areas so as to satisfy the
desires of the snowmobile users. Snowmobiler preferences
have shown that areas should not include small shrubs
nor should they consist of only flat farm fields void
of vegetation. Snowmobilers have strongly shown that
they want a variation of vegetation density and a variation of topography with an emphasis on rolling terrain.
Other restrictions prevail for the location of future
sites. They should be in close proximity to the snowmobiler market so that the potential users will be able
to travel to their snowmobile area in a short period of
time. The travel patterns of the questionnaire respondents were shown to be very limited.
As the population of Southern Ontario increases it will
become increasingly difficult to design a snowmobile
area in close proximity to the snowmobiler's residence.
A similar problem will be for the owner of the snowmobile
site to avoid locating his operation close to potential
land-use conflicts such as housing and urban development.
Managers or planners of future areas may be forced to
design an area that will carry year-round recreational
use while still practising sensible resource management
by not over using or overcrowding the site with users.
Compatible summer activities such as camping and hiking
may be feasible to complement the use of the area by
snowmobilers in winter. Again, the site criteria are
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expected to act as a planning guide and to complement
all economic considerations within the decision-making
process.
7.3

STUDY LIMITATIONS AND AREAS OF FURTHER RESEARCH

During the course of the study many obstacles were encountered which affected the outcome of the study. The foremost limitation on the study was the fact that the investigation involved a biased sample of questionnaire respondents.
The responses utilized in the formulation of the site criteria
are those of members of snowmobile clubs of Southern Ontario.
Initially the methodology was designed to involve a systematic random sample of snowmobilers from the lists of Ontario
snowmobile licencees. That plan could not be conducted as
the lists were not made available to a private individual.
Future research of a similar type should attempt to utilize
a systematic random sample in determining the questionnaire
recipients for the study and thereby eliminating most of the
bias.
Secondly, the non-club member sample was too small to allow
accurate conclusions to be developed. Therefore very little
emphasis was put on the responses of non-member snowmobilers.
The theme of the thesis has evolved around the preferences
of snowmobilers. However, the preferences were not influenced by economic factors such as costs of development of a
snowmobile site. All respondents made their wants and desires
known without any reference to their willingness to pay for
any of their wants. There is a possibility then, that the
preferences derived from the study may change if economic
costs were to be introduced into the choice.
A fourth limitation of the thesis is that the results are
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conclusive only for the sample that was used in the study
and possibly are not totally representative of all snowmobilers of Southern Ontario.
Throughout the duration of the study many interesting areas
for further research were uncovered. Following is a list
of the selected ideas for future research:
1)
Snowmobilers' willingness to pay for the use of a completely planned snowmobile site.
2)
Snowmobilers' willingness to travel to use proper snowmobile areas and facilities. This type of study will be
needed if snowmobiles are completely banned from all highways.
3)
A feasibility study in preparation of the establishment
of rather large winter recreational complexes which could
include skiing, skating, tobogganning and swimmina.
4)
An economic impact study investigating the effect of
snowmobiles and the snowmobile accessories on the economy of
Ontario or on a snowmobile resort region during the winter
season.
5)
Snowmobile studies are being undertaken by various
states such as Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin and New York.
Therefore it might be beneficial to coordinate the information for all the studies regarding snowmobile user patterns
and compare these to the results for Ontario.
6)
A study to determine various solutions to the problem
of peak use of snowmobile areas during weekends.
Each of the preceding areas of study need enlightening research which could be completed by a geographer. Geographers
are concerned with the effects of the constant interaction
between man and the land, especially since the man-land
interaction involves the use of valuable resources such as
recreational land and vegetation.
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SNOWMOBILE USER QUESTIONNAIRE
Note:

(1)
(2)

Questions are to be answered by the person at each
household who uses the snowmobile most often.
Please answer the questions in the order shown.
PART A

1.

Are you a member of a snowmobile club? Yes
(a) If 'yes' what is the name of it?

No

Do you live in a centre with a population of 2500 or
greater? Yes
No
(a) If 'yes' what is the name of the city or town
where you live?
(b) If 'no' (i) what township and county do you live in?
township;
county.
(ii) Do you live on a farm? Yes
No
When you go snowmobiling is it necessary for you to transport
your snowmobile (by trailer etc.) to the snowmobile area?
Yes
No
(a) If 'yes' how far do you trailer your snowmobile to
reach this particular area? (check 1 only)
less than 5 miles
5 - 2 0 miles
21 - 45 miles
46 - 90 miles
more than 90 miles
Do you own a cottage or a summer home?

5.

Yes

No

(a)

If 'yes' do you take your snowmobile to your
cottage in winter: Yes
No

(b)

If 'yes' how far is your cottage from your place
of residence?
miles.

What are your 2 most frequent uses of your snowmobile?
Rank them in order of your frequency of use with 1 as
the most frequent. Estimate a percentage of total
snowmobile time for each use.

1.

Use:

_%

2.

Use:

%
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6.

Do you usually snowmobile alone or in a group (more than
2 snowmobiles)?
(Check one only)
alone
in a group.

7.

List the physical landscape characteristics found within
your most frequently used snowmobile area.

8.

The land that you use most often to snowmobile on is:
(check one only)
owned
owned
owned
owned

9.

by
by
by
by

the public (includes roads and lakes)
a private individual (other than yourself)
yourself
a snowmobile club

List the types of vegetation that exist in the area where
you snowmobile most often.

10.

List the man-made characteristics or facilities that are
found at the snowmobile area that you use most frequently.

11.

How many days do you think you will snowmobile this
winter?
(a)

days.

which days usually?

Sun
F

M
Sat

T

W

Th
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12.

Have you over snowmobiled at an area that had man-made
facilities such as: (check 'yes' or 'no' for each
facility).
Yes

No
snack bar
parking lot
restrooms
first aid station
fuel and service depot
motel lodging
picnic and camping facilities
groomed and marked trails
warming huts on the trails

13.

Have you ever snowmobiled at an area that has:
(check 'yes' or 'no' for each characteristic)
Yes

No
open fields
wooded trails
mixture of fields and trails
flat terrain
rolling terrain
mixture of flat and rolling terrain
roads
lakes
scenic lookouts
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PART B
If a planned snowmobile area was developed, what physical
landscape characteristics would you prefer it to possess?
(Rank in order of preference 1 to 9, with 1 as your
highest preference). Please rank each characteristic I
open fields
wooded trails
mixture of fields and trails
flat terrain
rolling terrain
mixture of flat and rolling terrain
roads
lakes
scenic lookouts
What types of vegetation would you prefer within a snowmobile area? (Rank in order of preference 1 to 7 with 1
as your highest preference). Please rank each characteristic!
dense deciduous (e.g. leaves fall off in winter)
dense coniferous (i.e. trees with needles,
e.g. evergreens)
sparse deciduous
sparse coniferous
dense mixture of deciduous and coniferous
sparse mixture of deciduous and coniferous
shrubs (small evergreens)
Which of the following man-made characteristics or facilities would you prefer within a snowmobile area? (Rank in
order of preference 1 to 9 with 1 as your highest preference and 9 as your lowest). Please rank each characteristic!
snack bar
parking lot
_^_

restrooms
first aid station
fuel and service depot
motel lodging
picnic and camping facilities
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(continued)
groomed and marked trails
warming huts on the trails
Are there other types of man-made facilities you would
prefer to see within a snowmobile area? Yes
No
(a) If 'yes', what are these?

Assuming that snowmobile areas were developed in S. Ontario,
what size would you prefer each area to be?
acres
(Note: 640 acres = 1 square mile)
What is the minimum amount of snow needed on the ground
before you will go snowmobiling?
inches.
(a) Have you ever encountered deep snow which impaired
the manoeuverability of your snowmobile? Yes
No
(b) If 'yes', what do you feel is the minimum amount
of snow needed on the ground before the mobility of
your snowmobile is impaired?
inches or
feet
Is there any characteristic (landscape, vegetation, manmade) that annoys you when you are snowmobiling?
Yes
No
(a) If 'yes', what is it?
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PART C
1.

Sex:

Male

2.

Your age is:

Female
(check one)

under 16
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and over

3.

Indicate the age structure of your family by checking (v)
the proper columns to correspond with the appropriate age
group.
Age in years

Married
Women

Single
Women

Married
Man

Single
Man

Children (if
any) living
at home

0-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80 and over
4.

How many snowmobiles does your family own?

5.

How many people in your family participate in snowmobiling?
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VJhat is your occupation?

(check one only)

professional
clerical
retired
Rkilled labourer
unskilled labourer
student
housewife
salesman
farm operator
manager, owner
other (specify)
What is your annual gross family income?
(check one only)
Note: This includes all money earned by members of your
household.
under $3000
3000 - 4999
5000 - 6999
7000 - 9999
10,000 - 13,999
14,000 - 17,999
18,000 and over
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SNOWMOBILE CLUBS
Arkona Hill Climbers
Aurora
Bass Lake Snowrunners
Bracebridge 45'ers
Brampton - Sno-Pilots
Bruce Trail Snow Drifters - Beamsville
Cardiff Sno-Snoopers
Cardinal District
Cheltenham
Clinton
Conestoga Snow Travellers
Dunbarton Sno-Drifters
Dundas Valley Drifters
Eden Ridge Runners
Erie Trail Riders - West Elgin
Etobikoke
Fern Sno-Bees - Orillia
Georgetown
Guelph Golden Triangle Snow Drifters
Glendaler's
Havelock and District
Holland Landing
Huronia Snow Riders
Kawartha - Peterborough
Kincardine Snow Birds
Kitchener-Waterloo Snowmobilers
Lincoln Snowmobile Association
Markham
Meaford
Mildmay
Nobleton
Oak Ridges

SNOWMOBILE CLUBS (continued)
Orangeville Snowmobile Association
Oshawa Maple Leaf
Pickering Snow Rovers
Port Perry
Port Stanley Snowdrifters
Port Sydney - Hill and Gully Riders
Queens Bush - Walkerton
Robin Hill - Thamesvilie
Seaforth
Shelborne Sno-Dusters
Stratford Polar-Bears
Strathroy
St. Thomas Golden Acres Snowriders
Toronto
Wasaga Beach
Wheatley
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LETTER SENT TO ALL CLUB MEMBERS

OF*S*C

*^

RATION

SNIM'taCIBl. E CLUBS

1525 O'Connor Drive, Toronto 16, Ontario
Phone 759-4160

Feb. 28, 1971
Snowmob i1er s
Along with this special Bulletin, you will find enclosed
a questionnaire from the Federation. We would appreciate
you taking time to answer the questions and mail it back to
Federation Headquarters, no later than March 31, 1971. This
is a very important survey that we are carrying out in cooperation with Mr. Bruce Reain, a Master of Arts (M.A.)
student in geography at Waterloo Lutheran University. He is
preparing a thesis on the preferences of Snowmobilers in
Ontario. The purpose of the enclosed questionnaire is to
determine your preferences for certain landscapes, vegetative
and man-made characteristics within an area that you use for
snowmobiling. The thesis is designed to benefit all snowmobilers by analyzing your likes and dislikes and using these
to make recommendations to public and private operators of
snowmobile areas, as well as recommendations to snowmobile
clubs for the planning and development of future snowmobile
areas in Ontario.
Proposals to be based on the facts gained will be of
direct benefit to you, the snowmobiler.
It is important we get all these back, so PLEASE cooperate, take a few minutes of your time and answer these
questions and mail them to:
O.F.S.C.
1525 O'Connor Drive
TORONTO 16, Ontario
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WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
Waterloo

Ontriru

f .iri^rj.j

r r lF-pr M R P (ED19) 74^1 B 1 4 1

D e p a r t m e n t of G e o g r a p h y a n r i P l a n n i n g

February 18, 1971

Snowmobi1ers:

My name is Bruce Reain.

T am a Master of Arts (M.A.) student in

geography at Waterloo Lutheran University. As part of the requirements
for my M i . I am preparing a thesis on the preferences of sno*miobi lers in
Ontario. The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine your preferences
for certain landscape, vegetative and man-made characteristics within an
area that you use for snowmobiling.

The thesis is designed to benefit

all snowmobilers by analyzing your preferences and using these to make
recommendations to public and private operators of snowmobile areas for
development of future areas. This particular study is being supported by
the Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs.
I would like you to answer the enclosed questionnaire and return
it as soon as possible.

I have enclosed a stamped, pre-addressed envelope

for your convenience in returning the completed questionnaire.

If you

have any further questions regarding this study please feel free to contact:
Professor John E. Lewis, Department of Geography, Waterloo Lutheran University,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you very much for your
time and consideration in helping me to complete my study.
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